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Summer Greetings from 
Friends of Sound Horses,

After a cold Spring, heavy 
rain and more dangerous 
weather than anyone 
should ever endure, I 
hope a peaceful Summer 
is delighting our members 
and supporters. I also 
WELCOME all the new 
members who have joined 
FOSH this year! Thank 
you so very much for 
supporting our efforts to 

end soring and promote the gaited horse, which is often 
underserved in mainstream media and in the clinician and 
equine education circuits.
 As I write this, I am anticipating an exciting weekend 
at the Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington, KY for BreyerFest, 
July 19-21. Our own Lady C will be part of the festivities, and 
several Board members will have their boots on the ground 
working tirelessly at the Lady C-FOSH booth. The Breyer 
limited edition model of Lady C will become available and 
we will also have beautiful Lady C merchandise available 
for sale at the booth, including some never before seen 
artwork! If you are going to be there, please come by and 
introduce yourself and say HI!
 To continue our mission to spread awareness about 
soring, FOSH is using social media. We have implemented 
a campaign to support H.R. 1518 by sponsoring a contest 
for the best billboard jingle. H.R. 1518 was introduced by 
Congressman Whitfield, and the Bill increases penalties 
for soring and bans the use of pads and chains. Every 
Wednesday, a different submitted jingle is plastered onto 
a billboard and posted at the FOSH Facebook page. 
The most views in a week wins the submitter a one year 
membership to FOSH. Some have been most caustic: “It is 
unthinkable to sore just to earn a high score.” Another, “If 
you can’t train, you’re gonna use a chain.” Please visit us 
soon facebook as we have more to come!
 Speaking of boots on the ground, FOSH is looking 
for some high energy, thoughtful partners to help with 
or implement several projects. If you love horses, and 
have always wanted to be involved with an equine welfare 
cause, we kindly accept your offer of your energy and 

President’s Letter

Become a Lady 
C Supporter! 
BreyerFest, Here We 
Come!!

Everyone here at FOSH is excited about 
the incredible honor bestowed upon our 
ambassador, Lady C, to become a limited 
edition Breyer model horse.  Lady C will 
debut at the BreyerFest extravaganza as a 

featured star at exhibitions in the Kentucky Horse Park from July 19th 
through 21st.  Lady C will travel to Breyerfest with Sue DeLaurentis, 
her trainer and caregiver.  Also joining Lady C and Sue will be an en-
thusiastic and proud group of FOSH Directors and Executive Advisory 
Committee members who will help at the booth as Lady C greets her fans 
at the festival.
 The BreyerFest theme this year is Denim and Diamonds.  Lady 
C has checked her wardrobe and discovered that she has nothing that 
appears appropriate for such an auspicious honor and event.  Lady C 
and her fans think she would be stunning in a royal blue day sheet with 
matching “leggings”.  Of course a few sparkles would add some diamond 
glamour to this FOSH star. 
 Please help Lady C purchase a spectacular wardrobe for this show-
case Breyerfest event!!!  Visit www.fosh.info and click on the Lady C link 
to donate for her wardrobe and trip.  Any amount is appreciated f o r 
our FOSH Ambassador. 
 We will post photos of Lady C modeling her 
beautiful new clothes on our FOSH website and 
on FOSH and Lady C’s FaceBook 
pages as we make our 
final wardrobe deci-
sions for her trip.

talents. Where does FOSH need assistance? Writing 
releases/correspondence and/or responding to journalists, 
Marketing/Public Relations, Graphic Design, Librarian, 
Recruiting/Membership drive, Education, Promotions, 
Special Projects, Editing/Publishing, Spreadsheet Skills, 
Fund Raising and working with Social Media to promote 
FOSH and raise awareness on soring. If these areas interest 
you and you have time to dedicate, we would love to hear 
from you. 
 Many people are volunteering their time to FOSH for 
various projects—mostly behind the scenes. As President, 
I can’t put a put a price tag on volunteer members nor can I 
pay you for what you’re worth. To sum it up, you are worth 
your weight in gold to the horse and to FOSH. Thank you.

— Teresa
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Do you want to make a difference in the humane welfare, 
training and exhibition of gaited horses? FOSH is 

looking for people interested in joining its Executive 
Advisory Committee (EAC) in 2014. The EAC is a place 
for individuals to “try out” serving FOSH before deciding 
to become a Director on the FOSH Board of Directors.
  FOSH is interested in individuals with experience, 
expertise and interests in fund raising, business 
management, recordkeeping, public relations, social 
media, writing, DQP’ing, showing and show management, 
promotion, membership recruitment, judging, technology, 
marketing, and magazine development. All applicants 
must be easily accessible by email and willing to check 
their email at least several times per week although daily 
is preferable. Applicants should plan on dedicating at least 
10-15 hours per month. Teleconference meetings are held 
every other month in the evenings and an annual meeting 
is held one weekend in November. Travel expenses are 
the obligation of the individual.
 FOSH especially wants individuals who want to grow 
and promote FOSH. EAC members do not vote on nor 
determine FOSH policies but are expected to provide 
input to the Board as issues arise. Also, to avoid conflicts, 
trainers do not serve on the FOSH EAC or Board of 
Directors. If you or another FOSH member is an interested 
and suitable candidate, please do not hesitate to apply. 
Feel free to forward this notice to other FOSH members. 
  To apply, please send your personal biography and 
statement as to your interests, experience and talents no 
later than September 1 to Teresa Bippen, tbippen1957@
yahoo.com 

Call ing all Energetic 
FOSH Members

Visit www.stopsoring.com to see the public 
outcry against the brutality of soring. 

Links to over 150 articles.

You must make a choice to 
take a chance or your life 
will never change.

– MARIJKE DE JONG
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Welcome to a series of articles I have been asked 
to write on how I train a horse from start to 
finish. I’m not sure I ever feel like I really finish a 

horse though, it always seems like I have something more 
I can teach or refine in a horse, no matter what age--from 
the young horse to the aged senior. Part of the challenge 
for me and also the fun in my profession that keeps me 
fresh is always striving for betterment of my own skills. I 
don’t feel I will ever really get as good as I would like to 
be, but the natural life of a human so far has never been 
long enough for that to happen in my opinion. 
 When teaching horses and developing my own 
horsemanship, I have so far never run out of material to 
work on. Elements of the horse I want to build on while 
teaching are some of the very things that draw many 
of us to horses in the first place-- their beauty, dignity, 
athleticism, curiosity, playfulness and purposefulness, 
what they like, where they live and what they do.

Educating the Gaited Horse From Start 
To Finish
An introduction: The philosophy

By Elizabeth Graves ©2013
www.lizgraves.com 

is, “Is it acceptable to them, the trainer?” My approach 
is a bit different in that I ask myself “What is the best 
approach for the horse?” The methods I choose to use are 
ones I can live with and feel good about because I have 
considered what the horse feels and thinks first. If I worry 
about what people think first and try to impress other 
people or myself, then I am not working for the horse and 
the horse knows it. I was taught early on when a horse 
knows you have its best interests at heart, you will keep 
the horses interest, attention and focus on the lessons to 
be learned while teaching it to enjoy the work you both 
are doing together. I often say, “Training a horse is not 
about me but about us, the horse and me as a team.” 
 Using the “horse first” approach instills me with the 
necessary attitude of setting my goals to teach the horse 
to work within its own mental and physical capabilities 
of its own unique species. I work very hard not to 
anthropomorphize or humanize the horse but allow the 
horse to be the best of what it has to offer. As a teacher to 
the horse, we are training not only the body to perform 
properly in a healthy shape and manner but also training 
the mind of the horse to develop in a relaxed and healthy 
manner.
 Every horse is first an individual equine that values 
its life and is preprogrammed as a flight animal. I never 
let that thought stray far from my mind when teaching. 
All of us want to be as safe as possible while enjoying 
our life and work with horses. The horse wants the same 
thing—a safe life. When we show the horse their life 
matters to us while helping them feel safe, the horse will 
want to be your student and not hold back in giving you 
the best it has to offer.
 Horses communicate to us clearly through their 
emotions which continue through to their movement, 
communicating whether they are alright or not or 
whether they understand what we are trying to teach 
or whether they need further clarification. As the higher 
being, it is my responsibility to see, feel and know when 
it is going right for the horse and when it is not. It is my 
responsibility to further clarify an aid, movement or 
lesson when necessary and ensure understanding on the 
part of the horse. 
 My effectiveness as an equine educator is measured in 

 It is my goal to share my approach and methods that 
work well for me and work well for the horse. Please keep 
an open mind. There are many ways and methods to 
educate horses regardless of the discipline or the breed.
 Regardless of the method, a teacher will impart 
experience and education to the horse-- be it great, 
good, or not so good. And remember, you will always 
learn something. Unfortunately, sometimes you will even 
learn what NOT to do. 
 The question many trainers are looking to answer 
in the results they are asking for and looking to achieve 
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great training. 
Not getting 
greedy when a 
horse is doing 
well and asking 
for things just to 
entertain myself 
or to pump up 
my own ego is 
of paramount 
importance 
because at this 
point, it is no 
longer enjoyable 
nor has any more teaching value to the horse. Who 
wants to write their name 100 times on a black board? 
A trainer’s selfishness often results in fear, distrust, 
discomfort or pain, and loss of relationship for the horse. 
This selfishness could ultimately result in a horse needing 
rehabilitation from poor training practices—something 
that could have been avoided if the trainer had a better 
understanding of the horse or had put the “horse first.”
 Horses are awareness barometers—they are masters 
at reading body language and intent. If I want the horse to 
pay attention and be in the moment, then I must do the 
same when I am working with and teaching the horse. In 
this series of articles of how I live and work with a horse 
from start to finish, I hope to impart useful information 
that will help you teach your horses whether they are 
already working, need a tune up, need refinement or 
advancement.

my ability to feel and/ or see the small responsive feedback 
signs early from the horse and not be so late that the 
horse reacts in an explosive manner or performs far more 
movement than I requested, equating to a scream from 
the horse. I seek to sense and see the slightest willingness 
and reward through positive voice and/ or release and 
maybe a touch when possible to communicate “job well 
done” or encourage the horse to continue. 
 My effectiveness as an equine educator also depends 
on my ability to sense the smallest concern in the horse 
and ask myself, “What is this horse saying and why?” 
Then I must revise and/or correct myself to help the 
horse understand and comprehend what I am teaching 
as clearly and easily as possible. When using the “horse 
first” approach to teaching, it does not take the horse 
long to understand I have his best interests in mind. He 
quickly learns that he does not have to defend himself 
against me and that he can count on me to protect him 
in scary situations, large or small. 
 When I correct and redirect a horse I check myself 
mentally that it was not an error I made in communication. 
If so, I work to not repeat the mistake so as not to confuse 
the horse. I often see horses corrected for doing what the 
teacher actually directed them to do which was not what 
was intended or wanted. This happens when the teacher 
does not know their presentation is incorrect or does 
not understand how the horse received the instruction 
because the teacher has only considered the human part 
of the equation—not the equine’s perspective or how 
the horse receives information.
 I remind myself often that compromise is part of 
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FOSH Board Member Cris Van Horn received a flyer a few 
months back announcing an art show of Oklahoma scenic 
and equine artist, Jonelle McCoy. Captivated with her vibrant 
artwork, Cris contacted Jonelle to explore a partnership 
opportunity with FOSH. At first, they focused on a calendar 
fundraising project. Then FOSH member Lucy Rangel got 
involved and the project morphed into artwork for the Lady 
C debut at Breyerfest. FOSH is thrilled with Jonelle’s portrait 
of Lady C and her willingness to help FOSH raise funds with 
her artwork. 

Every so often we meet 
a talented person who 

inspires us with their artistic 
passion and creativity. There is 
one person in particular that 
I have come to know who fits 
this description—Jonelle T. 
McCoy. As a young girl growing 
up in Hudson Falls, New York, 
Jonelle had a love for animals, 
particularly horses. She 
enjoyed spending time drawing 
them using colored pencils 
and crayons, always finding a 
way to use her favorite color, 
purple. Like many teens going 
through tumultuous times, she 
found herself grounded for 
two never-ending weeks. Using 
paint as her new medium, 
Jonelle spent her time in 
captivity painting a life-sized 
mural on her wall of a horse 
in a snowy setting. Little did 
she know then that her future 
profession would be as a scenic 
painter!
 The most inspirational 
person in Jonelle’s life was her 
Hungarian great-grandfather, 
Nicholas, who was also an 
artist. Jonelle’s fond memories of visits to his home in 
Bridgeport, Connecticut, gave her inspiration to pursue 
a career in painting. She enjoyed stories her “great-
granddaddy” told her, especially one about Van Gogh. To 
this day, Jonelle keeps her great-grandfather’s passionate 
stories about Van Gogh, his grey easel, brushes and self-

The Creative Spotlight Shines 
on Jonelle T. McCoy

– By Debra J. Robison

portrait close to her 
heart. 
 While growing up 
in upstate New York, 
Jonelle had very little 
formal art education, 
so once she enrolled 
at Adirondack 
Community College, 
she decided to pursue 
a radio broadcasting 
certificate and chose art classes towards her credits. She 
completed her two years in liberal arts and ventured out 
into the world, seeking a job as an artist. Her natural ability 
to draw and paint led her to a position at Adirondack 
Scenic Inc., a firm that designed sets for trade shows, 
live theatre and amusement parks. The firm had many 

clients, from big opera 
houses located in Chicago 
and Los Angeles, to famous 
amusement parks, including 
Universal Studios. Jonelle 
apprenticed under local 
and visiting artists until she 
moved west in 1991. 
 After moving to 
Oklahoma, Jonelle was 
hired as a scenic painter at 
Oklahoma City University 
where she and her team 
worked on the movie 
Twister as well as many 
other projects for dance and 
show sceneries. One year 
later, Jonelle found herself 
also employed at Silver Tree 
Productions, a company 
that designed props and 
backgrounds for companies 
such as Six Flags. Silver Tree 
Productions took precedence 
in her career, and by the mid-
1990s, she left Oklahoma City 
University to become lead 
scenic artist at Silver Tree 
Productions.
 Today Jonelle works for 

a company called Eventures Inc., as a scenic painter on a 
part time basis, but her main focus is on her new company, 
McCoy’s Gaited Horse Artworks in Prague, Oklahoma, 
where Jonelle resides with her husband, Robert. She is 
very proud of her art pieces and feels that the smooth 
gaited Paso Fino breed she owns ties in with her personal 

from this month’s cover

An Artist Among Us
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passions and feelings. She relates to their sensitivity, 
willingness to please, their heart and intelligence and 
smooth ride. Being a deeply emotional person, Jonelle 
connects with her horses and it translates into her equine 
art. She sometimes feels the spirited “brio” that is the heart 
and spirit of the horses within her and expresses it on 
canvas. The horses’ beauty, power, grace and spirit come 
alive in her art. Jonelle’s creative energies are transformed 
on her canvas, captivating her emotions, sensitivity, heart 
and drive to express her feelings. She is a caring and 
sensitive person, a woman who paints with her whole soul.
 Each original piece from McCoy’s Gaited Horse 
Artworks is as unique as the subjects she paints. When 
Jonelle designs her pieces, she prefers to do so in the 
evening when her creativity flows best. The technique used 
in her art is predominately black line with black gesso as 
her backdrop. Once dry, she applies her freehand design 
using a dribbling method of masking. After creating the 
masking, she begins painting with acrylics. When Jonelle 
finishes adding the acrylics to her piece, she peels off the 
masking and stands back to observe the canvas, calling it 
“the reveal.” She steps away from the painting, and cleans 
up for the evening, turning the lights out in her studio for 
the night. The piece is not finished until Jonelle views it 
in morning light. This is when she searches her soulful 
connection to the piece and adds her last enhancements, if 
needed. 
 Jonelle has entered pieces in the Oklahoma State Fair 
Fine Arts Exhibit Competition for 3 years now. One piece 
in particular, titled “A Little Bit of Sangria, Anyone?” was 
entered in the open professional divisions decorative 
arts class and took both First Place and Best in Show her 
second year! When Jonelle saw she earned top honors, she 
“hollered, jumped around and cried out of pure happiness.” 
Her dream had come true! When the purple rosette ribbon 
was presented to her, it made the win doubly sweet! Some 
of her other paintings entered at the OKC State fair also 
took first place ribbons, and she was thrilled with the 

positive feedback. This last year she won primarily first 
place ribbons and her showcase painting “BHound to Get 
There” entered in the largest all media class took first place 
from over 50 entries and was pinned with another purple 
rosette, the Superintendents Award. That also gave her 
reason to dance and shout with pure glee. 
 Her favorite painting entitled “A Little Bit of 
Sangria, Anyone?” is the one Jonelle uses on all her 
correspondences, promotional materials and business 
cards. What she loves about the piece is the minimal 
coloring and her beloved spirals. The sweet expression of 
the horse, and the way the paint and lines flow, also help to 
make this Jonelle’s all-time favorite painting. 
 So far, 2013 has been very good to Jonelle. In February, 
she was juried into Signature Status in the International 
Equine Artists Organization, and more recently, Jonelle 
held her first solo gallery show at the Sweet Earth Studio 
Mingle Gallery. The studio’s mission is to bring the arts 
to the community, and with the gallery show featuring 
McCoy’s Gaited Horse Artworks, the community was in for 
a great show. The show was a huge success for Jonelle. She 
was elated to sell some pieces, but was even more excited 
that she made new friends both in the community and in 
art circles. Fortuitous introductions to other artists gave 
opportunity to hold a second opening in another gallery. 
 Another fortuitous connection was made with Friends 
of Sound Horses [FOSH]. Jonelle is partnering with FOSH 
in 2013 on a fundraising project for the debut of FOSH’s 
Ambassador, Lady C, as a Breyer horse, showcasing her 
artistic equine creations. Jonelle is very excited about this 
new pairing and cannot wait for the debut. 
 With all that Jonelle has going on in her life, her deep 
love for the Paso Fino and commitment to saving feed lot 
Paso Finos from abuse and slaughter is inspiring. She is 
involved with the “Paso Fino Urgent Rescue” group on 
Facebook and has offered her artwork for auction to help 
Paso Finos in need. She and her family have personally 
rescued many breeds of horses and brought them home to 
heal and thrive under their loving care. “There is no better 
feeling than watching a starved, neglected, abused horse 
come back to life and transform both inside and out with 
real love and proper care,” says Jonelle. She feels this goes 
for any breed; she applauds FOSH’s efforts to stop abuse. 
Currently Jonelle owns six Paso Finos, a gorgeous pinto 
filly is the newest member of the herd born on April 22nd. 
It’s quite possible she will be a future subject for a painting.
 Jonelle’s passion for the horses and her passion for 
painting are looked upon equally through her eyes. Like 
their energy when riding, she experiences that power 
being unleashed in her canvases. The thrill she gets from 
riding is the same thrill she gets while painting. “They are 
a passionate creature, I am a passionate painter. They are 
art, they are one with me, they give to me and I give that 
back to the world by using their essence on canvas.” 
 Hopefully you too will wear that great big smile on 
your face when you first see Jonelle’s creativity, heart and 
soul in her artwork. With all that you do for the horses 
through rescue and your outstanding award-winning art, 
the spotlight shines on you Jonelle T. McCoy! A little bit of Sangria, Anyone?
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FOR REAL TIME UPDATES AND 
OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION..

 
 Join the FOSHFriends Yahoo group!

Our FOSH billboard contest, to educate people via 
social media on the issues surrounding soring, had 

a real winner with the June 2013 “Big Lick makes me 
SICK” billboard. I am stunned at the increasing number 
of views. We are at 3,012 so far this week. Last week’s 
billboard garnered 1,795 views. 

 Tidbits of news about change have been coming in 
fast and furious over the electronic transom. 
 TWHBEA’s President and Executive Committee 
voted to support the H.R. 1518 amendment to 
strengthen the Horse Protection Act, but were 
overturned by the International Board of Directors’ 
vote. Then there were reports that Tracy Boyd, 
TWHBEA president, was fired by his employer, where 
one of the owners also owns big lick TWHs.  
 Arrests of two men who worked for trainer Larry 
Wheelon were made in June and it was rumored that 
his farrier has a warrant out for his arrest on charges of 
cruelty to animals. The chat lines this morning as this 
article was being written said, “Let me guess, a farrier 
was charged by authorities today in the on-going 
investigation in Blount County. Bet a lot of blue hoof 

Anti-Soring 
CAmpAign
by Lori Northrup, FOSH VP of Anti-Soring Initiatives

packing is being removed!” An hour later the answer 
was posted when someone asked about blue hoof 
packing: “The blue hoof packing has been used for a 
while now. When it gets in place, over time it expands 
a little and can cause quite a bit of pain. It is pretty well 
known by most of the trainers and farriers on how this 
works. Ask around and you will be surprised.”
 The Shelbyville Times-Gazette featured an article 
that commented on the number of for sale signs 
springing up in Bedford County, Tennessee in front of 
farms and training barns.
 A Facebook posting from a lady in South Carolina 
commended her vet for publicly denouncing soring 
this week on Facebook “which took a lot of courage in 
our small community.” I am so happy to have her on 
OUR side!
 Rumors of major trainers going out of business 
are spinning around. Chat says that Knox Blackburn is 
“getting out while he can.”
 If you would rather check out the facts, instead of 
all these swirling updates from social media, check out 
the www.StopSoring.com web site. The map was just 
updated showing the locations of the past 27 years’ 
soring violations; over 10,500 violations marked by 
location. And our team is working hard to include all the 
recent releases of soring activity, as our database is the 
most complete record of violations, and is constantly 
being referenced by horse lovers, reporters and 
government officials. Links are provided to the articles 
about soring: press releases from around the world and 
the country in the last 45 days includes over 40 articles. 
The efforts to end soring are continuing and we will 
continue working hard to see a day when gaited horses 
are not subjected to these cruel and absurd abuses.
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Gaited horse 
clinician and 

author, Gary Lane, of 
Windswept Stables in 
Brodhead, Kentucky, 
has really stepped up 
and hit a home run 
for FOSH in 2013.  At 
each of his clinics this 
year, he introduced 
his clients to FOSH 
and brought 50 
new members to 
FOSH!!!  Gary is a walking, talking FOSH Goodwill 
Ambassador and we love him for it!!  
 Born in Columbia, Kentucky, Gary grew up on 
a small farm where he was exposed to horses at an 
early age.  His personal history with horses and his 
professional work with training Calvary Officers 
have given him unique skills as a clinician. His 
particular skill in breaking down each training goal 
into simple, step-by-step assignments, for both the 
horse and the rider, insures success for all.  Gary has 
worked with gaited horses over many years and 
is deeply devoted to enhancing the knowledge of 
both the novice and the professional gaited horse 
owner—focusing on helping riders to develop the 
“free-going” horse that is the particular gift of the 
gaited breeds.. He has offered training clinics at his 
Stable and at numerous sites and events around the 
country. 
 Gary wrote Training the Gaited Horse:  From 
the Trail to the Rail and has produced several gaited 
horse DVDs—Training the Gaited Horse:  From the 
Trail to the Rail, Understanding the Gaited Trail 
Horse and Introduction to Gaited Horse Dressage.  
Gary has also developed a line of gaited horse gear 
that is promoted by the National Bridle Company—
the Lady Lite Saddle, the Gary Lane Freedom Bits, 
and most recently the Gary Lane Freedom Bridle.  
According to Gary, you are not an interruption of 
his day, but the purpose. For more information 
please email Gary at windsweptstables@hotmail.
com or visit www.windsweptstables.net or www.
nationalbridle.com
Our hats are off to Gary Lane—he is one BUSY 
FOSH Supporter!!

GARY LANE HITS 
A HOME RUN FOR 
FOSH

One thing is certain - fifth grade students love talking 
horses, Cindy McCauley discovered when she 

visited Hanby Elementary School, an arts magnet school in the 
Westerville City Schools system in Ohio.  Teacher Tara Norling 
invited McCauley to discuss Ivory Pal’s message coupled with 
ideas about writing non-fiction.
 Many eager students asked questions about treating horses 
with respect and dignity, wanting to know more about the 
“traditional” training methods versus working with horses using 
sound and natural techniques.  They wanted to know why people 
used harsh treatments to get the results of “The Big Lick” way 
of going.  The conversation touched on the efforts to win blue 
ribbons, without regard to “what’s best for the horses.”
 The students embraced Ivory Pal and Rafael Valle’s message 
- that a relationship between an animal and his human must 
be built on trust and mutual respect rather than on fear and 
intimidation, that we all have the opportunity to make choices 
about our relationships with animals. 
 How to write interesting non-fiction while sticking to 
the facts became the focus of the conversation.  The students 
offered many ideas about how to hook their readers, how to 
use viewpoint to make the story more interesting but to give 
it direction.  They talked about using adjectives carefully and 
adding important details to provide clarity in their non-fiction.  
Obviously, their teacher had done an excellent job of developing 
their thoughts about writing.
 One clear message came out of McCauley’s visit - these fifth 
grade students are eager to learn about issues in our world and 
to communicate their opinions through writing.  They want to 
share their thoughts about right versus wrong. They are busy 
making life choices, and these students have a great start!

Cindy McCauley
Ivory Pal: Born to Fly Higher ~ beyond the blue ribbons

www.ivorypalbook.com
Facebook - Ivory Pal: Born to Fly Higher book

Students Are Our Future
By Cindy McCauley, author of  Ivory Pal: Born 
to Fly Higher ~ Beyond the Blue Ribbons
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LOOKING BACK THROUGH TIME
Reprinted by permission of the author.
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At first you may believe dressage and endurance 
to be polar opposites. While very different, the 
disciplines are not mutually exclusive, and there 
is a treasure trove of benefits to the endurance 

horse and rider who practice basic dressage. This article 
will not be a “how-to” but rather “why” dressage helps 
deal with basic riding issues.
 Dressage is really just training. For most of us, it is not 
about Olympic aspirations, and it should never be about 
drilling for a test. Dressage should not give you nightmares 
or cause you to believe that you or your horse are not 
good enough. It should provide a fun training program 
that focuses on safety, longevity, and correct and balanced 
riding for any horse and rider, in any discipline. To break 
dressage down to its most fundamental parts, it is about 
being able to consistently perform figures: circles, corners, 
diagonals, and changes of gait at specific points.
 For most horses, it is true that if you don’t have control 
in a controlled environment, such as an arena, you won’t 
have control in a chaotic one, which is the trail. Why do you 
want control? The simple answer is safety. You want you 
and your horse to be safe while riding. Secondly, you want 
your horse to understand what it is that you are asking 
of him. While circles, corners, and diagonals seem on the 
surface to have little to do with control on the trail, it would 
be difficult to argue that transitions, flexibility, balance, 
turning, stopping, and backing have little place on the trail.
 Dressage figures allow you to gauge how well your 
horse is listening to you and how much he understands of 
what you are asking. Much of what we see as “naughty” 
behavior from a horse is really either a lack of understanding 
of what we want or our improper cue due to an unbalanced 
or unknowledgeable seat. So this brings us to balance in the 
saddle. Being balanced is not simply that you will not fall 
off. Lots of cowboys can ride a good buck, but their horses 
have sore backs. To view your balance from your horse’s 
point of view, think of having to carry a bag on your left 
shoulder that weights 67 pounds, and you can’t switch the 
bag yourself. It has to decide on its own to switch, which 
it never does. Even if you only had to carry the bag for 10 
minutes a day, you would soon develop muscle to help you 
compensate for the unbalanced bag. Now imagine that you 
had to run a marathon with the bag—you would soon be 
lame and have to take the bag off. Think of this moment as 
your horse bucking, sulling up, or other naughty behavior. 

Dressage for 
Endurance
by Katherine Calkins

Circles, corners, diagonals, and gait changes – why 
they are important to endurance riders comes down 

to one word:  BALANCE

 Being balanced is important to you and your horse. 
So, what is balanced? First, it means sitting square on your 
horse, without overloading in any direction (front, back, 
left or right). This is really where you will need a second set 
of eyes, because feeling square is not the same as being 
square. What most riders feel is “comfortable,” which is very 
rarely balanced. Second, being balanced means that you are 
moving with your horse. As your balance gets better, you will 
find yourself being able to cross more varied and difficult 
terrain without having to grab mane or rein for balance. 
 There are two major benefits of being balanced. First is 
that your horse will not have to compensate for your inability 
to sit square on his back (remember that bag?). He will tire 
more slowly because he will be better muscled and you will 
be moving with him. He will also be able to cross more varied 
and difficult terrain because he won’t be afraid of you falling 
off, or pulling on his mouth. Second, you and your horse will be 
less prone to injury because you and your horse will be evenly 
muscled, supple, and flexible. The risk of injury to a non-
flexible, non-supple horse or rider crossing varied terrain 
is high. A torn ligament, tendon, or muscle tear can be a 
career-ending experience for you or your horse. The injury is 
usually caused by asking too much too soon, but can also be 
caused by a tight, fatigued, unbalanced body. 
 Correct work in both directions on circles, diagonals, and 
corners creates lift in your horse’s shoulder, and drive on the 
inside hind leg. In the rider, it creates flexibility in the back 
and shoulder, softness in the arms and hands, and depth 
in the seat and leg. All of this serves to evenly strengthen 
and stretch muscles and tendons in both horse and rider. 
Finally, dressage gives you something to work on between 
endurance events. Perhaps your horse isn’t old enough to 
compete in an endurance ride, or the rides near you are few 
and far between. Maybe you and your horse have never left 
the property, or one of you is nervous about new places. 
Dressage schooling shows are relatively inexpensive, and 
tend to occur more frequently than endurance rides. If you 
decide to compete in dressage, you can take the same level 
test multiple times at several different events and locations, 
allowing you to get feedback on your horse’s performance 
and progress. The insight of a dressage judge will tell you 
where your horse is doing his best and where he still needs 
improvement. Also, the judge will provide comments on 
your seat, cues, and effectiveness.
 A final note: do not worry about being “perfect.” As an 
endurance rider you know that every step can’t be perfect. 
Worry about being better than when you started, and having 
deeper, more solid communication with your horse. Once 
your horse has a basic understanding of the figures, you can 
start to work on the quality, and build your and your horse’s 
strength and flexibility. As with endurance, for a dressage 
test—to finish is to win. 

Katherine Calkins operates WickedGood Horsemanship in Benson, 
Arizona (www.wickedgoodhorsemanship.com). Reprinted by permission 
from the May 2013 issue of Endurance News, official publication of the 
American Endurance Ride Conference, www.aerc.org, 866-271-2372.
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Created by the dressage experts at 8th Heaven Farm, each DVD 
set (Introductory Tests and Two Gait Tests) consist of ridden ex-
amples of Dressage Tests, directive voice overs, superimposed pat-
terns and the complete IJA Manual for Gaited Dressage.

Each set sells for $25 and includes shipping.
Please send:(check one)

 q IJA Introductory Tests q IJA 2 Gait Tests

Name _______________________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Telephone_________________________Email ____________________
Make Checks payable to FOSH and submit to 

Friends of Sound Horses • 6614 Clayton Road #105 • St. Louis, MO 63117

Great Opportunity!
Gaited Dressage DVDs

The second FOSH Independent Judges 
Association (IJA) Judging Seminar for 
Dressage with Gaited Horses was held in 

Chino Valley Arizona June 14 - 16, 2013. Organized 
and instructed by the IJA, the clinic was hosted by 
Chino Valley resident Kirsten Kuzmanic. The first 
clinic for the accreditation of judges for Dressage for 
Gaited Horses was hosted by Sarah Bushong Weeks 
of Castle Rock Colorado in 2009. 
 The clinic was based upon the FOSH Sound 
Principles as well as the Fundamentals of Dressage 
for Gaited Horses. The IJA program is based on 
the premise that all gaited breeds and all gaited 
horses are capable of Dressage and will benefit from 
Dressage. The IJA program respects the universality 
of Dressage and recognizes and reinforces the 
aspects of Dressage that are true for all horses. The 
IJA Program adapts and applies the Principles of 
Classical Dressage to gaited horses while reinforcing 
the aspects of Dressage that are true for all horses. 
 The IJA Program for Dressage with Gaited 
Horses began in 1998 when FOSH was founded. The 
Program was expanded in 2009 with the publication 
of the IJA Manual for Dressage with Gaited Horses. 
This comprehensive manual is based upon the 
fundamentals of Dressage combined with the unique 
characteristics of the gaited horse. Nineteen tests 
have been developed that can be ridden by any gaited 
horse. The terminology, movements and transitions 
as well as the IJA Program, respect the fundamentals 

and philosophy of 
Classical Dressage 
while respecting and 
remaining true to the 
unique and individual 
characteristics of the 
gaited breeds. The IJA 
tests consist of 2 Gait 
Tests, Intro Level Tests, 
Training Level Tests 
and First Level Tests. 
In each of the tests, 
the transitions occur 
in locations that can 
be executed smoothly 
by all gaited horses 
whether long-strided, 
or short-strided. 

IJA Judges Seminar for Dressage 
with Gaited Horses By Dianne Little, FOSH Director of Judges

 Every IJA clinic 
is comprised of 2 
days of classroom 
learning and a 
day of practical 
application of the 
theory and skills 
presented during 
the prior 2 days. 
This clinic was 
no exception. The 
third day was a 
Dressage Schooling 
Show for Gaited 
Horses. Fourteen 
tests were ridden 
and provided the 
applicant judges ample opportunity to apply the 
principles of Dressage, Movement, judging and 
gait as each ride was evaluated. Judging of any 

Bruce Weary, Tevis Competitor

James Shaw and one of his 
clients. Please Note: photo was 
not taken during the IJA clinic 
in Chino Valley, AZ.
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kind is a high level skill and judging Dressage for 
Gaited Horses combines knowledge of Dressage 
Fundamentals with knowledge of the unique 
intermediate gait of perhaps 20 gaited breeds. 
Although all the gaited breeds have a 4 beat 
intermediate gait, each of those intermediate gaits 
is unique to the breed. The intermediate gait of the 
MFT is not the same as the intermediate gait of the 
RMH even though both breeds may have a smooth, 
four beat gait. 
 The clinic included nine Dressage Judge 
Applicants, 3 auditors, and 14 riders with their 
horses. As a special treat, James Shaw of Riding From 
Within introduced judges and riders to his unique 
approach to the human riding body utilizing the 
Eastern Modalities. Rose Miller, author of The Horse 
that Wouldn’t Trot and Mules, Mules, and More 
Mules was a special guest at the clinic on Friday. On 
Sunday Dr. Bruce Weary, a Tevis finisher on John 
Henry a TWH, communicated the excitement and 
hard work of competing in distance riding with 
the American Endurance Ride Conference (AERC). 
Once again, the awesome cooperation, enthusiasm 
and openness of all riders and participants created 
an event that will be long remembered. Thanks to 
everyone for caring and sharing so that others may 
learn and benefit. 
 All IJA clinics are similar, but they are not all 
the same. This clinic combined the Fundamentals 
of Dressage with the Basics of Movement, with the 
Philosophy and Ethics of Judging.

Dressage Clinic Partidipcants

Host: Kirsten Kuzmanic

The FOSH/IJA Judges Clinic was held at the Airport Plaza Hotel 
and Conference Center in Reno, Nevada, April 18 – 20, 2013. 

The primary speaker and instructor for the clinic was Dianne Lit-
tle, Director of Judges for FOSH. The information presented at 
the clinic by Dianne and the other speakers was extremely infor-
mative and well presented. 
 The first guest speaker was Ms. Samie Giddens of California. 
This up and coming young lady gave a fascinating presentation on 
hoof structure and some of the tell tale signs of pain in the horse 
due to improper hoof care. Next, IJA judge Pauline Stotsenburg 
of California led a discussion on the ethics of the judge and how 
those ethics relate to the show ring. The perception is that exhibi-
tors and others at the show have an effect on how the judging is 
perceived by all in attendance at the show. Master IJA Judge Sally 
Frones of Minnesota led a discussion regarding the judge’s role 
as the leader in the show ring. The effective judge must be able to 
make fair decisions, think critically, solve problems rationally and 
communicate effectively. The judge must always keep safety first 
and be positive. IJA Judge Bill Coon of Utah gave his insight on 
being prepared before, after and during the show. It is impera-
tive that the judge know the rules of the show including any local 
rules that may be in-
volved. Judges should 
always get things in 
writing regarding the 
judge’s duties at the 
show as well as any 
and all arrangements 
for the judge such as 
transportation, ac-
commodations and fi-
nances. IJA Judge Deb-
bie Rash of California 
gave a presentation on 
judging the whole horse. She emphasized that we should look at 
the entire picture when judging horse and rider. 
 We were also shown a fascinating video by Dr. Gerd Heus-
chmann, “IF HORSES COULD SPEAK.” This was an in depth look at 
the bio mechanics of the horse’s anatomy and its movements. 
 Dianne Little began with an article she wrote entitled, “The 
Show Ring – Role and Responsibility” which discusses not only 
the judge’s role and responsibilities in the show but the exhibi-
tor’s as well. She then went into great detail on the movement 
of the horse, identifying the different gaits and the importance 
of looking at the exhibitor from all sides and angles. This is best 
achieved by moving around the ring but in some situations mov-
ing within the ring is a challenge.
 On Friday afternoon we all went out to High Desert Equine 
and were treated to a breed demo of Gaited and Non Gaited 
Curly Horses as well as their Missouri Fox Trotters. Sue Davis, the 
general manager at High Desert Equine, was a most gracious host 
and gave us an informative presentation on the origins of the 
Curly Horse and the subsequent emergence of the Gaited Curlies. 
 Saturday, we returned to High Desert Equine Center for the 

OBSERVATIONS 
FROM THE GUY 
IN THE BACK OF 
THE ROOM

By Ed Ogg, FOSH VP of Shows

continued page 17
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BREEDERS
KING OF DIAMONDS
14.3 HH 6 year old Palomino Stallion 
registered and certified MPH – KMSHA – 
AGMH He’s got it all… color, temperament, 
smooth gait and the bloodlines to pass to 
his offspring. King has the solid build and 
stamina of the Mountain Pleasure Horse 
which makes for an awesome trail horse. 
Sire: Goldfinger’s Star Dam: Sally’s Lady 
(Moon bloodline) Stud Fee: $350 Horses for 
Sale
The Equus Survival Trust List of Endangered 
Breeds has the Mountain Pleasure Horse 
listed as “CRITICAL”. RocKaRan Farms is 
striving to preserve this awesome breed.

RocKaRan Farms – Designs, Custom Em-
broidery
Randy & Kathleen Delp
Phone: Quakertown, PA 215-536-5183
Phone: Gillett, PA 570-537-2183
Email: rockarandesigns@yahoo.com
Website: www.rockaran.com

BATES GAITED HOrSES
(FOSH 2010 Trainer of the Year & Breeder 
of the Year)
Rocky & Nya Bates
Melba, Idaho 83641
Phone: 208 495 1606
Website: www.batesgaitedhorses.com

Training and gait repair of all flatshod 
breeds of gaited horses for pleasure, trail, 
hunting and field trial uses. Will travel to 
do clinics, lessons and individual education/
work and training horses.
 

Standing at stud-TWHBEA and Tennessee 
Walking Horse Heritage Society certified 
stallion Cruise with the Limo.
 

Sales of well bred young stock and well 
gaited, educated and willing mounts.

QuIlTED MEADOwS
Vicki & Martha Chatten
PO Box 41, Schoolhouse Lane
Tuckahoe, NJ 08250

Looking for your next trail horse, trainer, or breeding stallion?
Check out these fine farms...

Phone: 609-628-2075
Email: vchatten@verizon.net

BAREFOOT WALKING HORSES for trail 
show or just pure pleasure!
Martha Chatten, riding instructor for 
gaited and non-gaited breeds. IJA judge. 
609-743-1094

THE PurE PlEASurE 
GAITED HOrSE ASSOc. OF 
OKlAHOMA
The PPGHA provides fun, fellowship, social 
and educational activities for owners and ad-
mirers of the naturally gaited pleasure horse 
and presents a positive image of the natu-
rally gaited pleasure horse to the community 
and the public at large through PPGHA ac-
tivities; contributes wherever and however 
possible to charitable organizations involved 
with the welfare and protection of the horse; 
encourages through education and example 
the use of humane care, training and treat-
ment of all gaited horses; so that the gaited 
pleasure horse can be recognized as a con-
tributing member of the equine community. 
For more information, contact Cris Van Horn 
at 918-688-1898 or 2cloudsdancing@tds.
net; www.ppgha.com

SOuTHErN cOMFOrT 
GAITED HOrSE cluB
www.gaitedhorseclub.com 
  

Southern Comfort promotes activities 
highlighting the smooth ride and versatility 
of all gaited horse breeds. Pursuits include 
trail riding, competitions, shows, exhibitions, 
clinics and many other equine qctivities. The 
club promotes horse safety and friendship 
for all that are interested in horses. Owning 
a horse is not a requirement. 
  

SCGHC is based in South Western Idaho and 
is a flat shod exclusive club with members 
contributing and supporting varied interests 
using sound natural horses. 

FOSH Directory

TRAINERS

GAITED CLUBS

The FOSH Gaited Distance 
Program is proud to 

help sponsor the Muckleratz  
Competitive Trail Ride (CTR) 
July 27-28 at Weiser State Forest 
in Halifax, PA.  The Muckleratz 
Run is an Eastern Competitive 
Trail Ride Association (ECTRA) 
sanctioned CTR with two 25 
mile rides and one 2-day 50 
mile ride.  They are offering 
a CDR Clinic of 12.5 miles 
on each day.  The ride site is 
near Elizabethville, PA, just 45 
minutes north of Harrisburg.
 If you are looking for a 
new challenge to help you and 
your equine partner set new 
goals, this might be the ride for 
you.  If you are interested in 
finding out about the sport of 
long distance trail riding but 
do not want to race, this might 
be the ride for you.  If you are 
ready to belong in a sport that 
values education and safety 
first, this might be the ride 
for you.  If you are curious to 
see if your horse can handle 
varying terrain, distance and a 
little speed, this might be the 
ride for you.  If you both have 
the athleticism and stamina 
to be good partners and work 
as a team, this might be the 
ride for you.  If you are ready 
to experience the challenge, 
relish the satisfaction and 
have FUN competing, THIS 
MIGHT BE THE RIDE FOR 

FOSH IS PROUD 
SPONSOR 
OF THE 
MUCKLERATZ 
COMPETITIVE 
TRAIL RIDE
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Jo Anne Behling Wauwatosa, WI

Pamela Brand Carlisle, PA 

Sarah Bushong-Weeks Denver, CO

Julie Church Pagosa Springs, CO

Mary & William Church
 Pagosa Springs, CO

Luella DeBono Eden Prairie, MN

Beverly Foster St. Augustine, FL 

Nancy Gillespie Pullman, WA

Cristine Holt Dubuque, IA

Jane Howlett Pocatella, ID

Marty Irby Semmes, AL

Sue De Laurentis
 Dripping Springs, TX

Dianne Little Calgary, AB 

FOSH
Lifetime Members

Thank you for your gracious support

Debbie Locke Mack, CO

Ann Loveless St. Robert, MO

Maggie MacAllister Staunton, VA 

Frank Neal Nashville, TN

Lori Northrup Ellicottville, NY

Anne Northrup Ellicottville, NY

Shellie Pacovsky Baineville, MT 

Anita Rau Catlett, VA

Debbie Rash Chico, CA 

Bucky & Nancy Sparks Cortez, CO

Marcy Wadlington Canon City, CO

Leslie Weiler Pagosa Springs, CO

Laura Wyant Cheshire, OR

Anonymous Donor

“A horse will 
never tire of a rider 
who possesses 
both tact and 
sensitivity because 
he will never be 
pushed beyond his 
possibilities.”
Nuno Oliveira

open breed schooling show hosted by the Northern Nevada Gaited Horse Club. There was 
a nice turn out of horses, gaited and non- gaited alike. The clinic attendees were given a 
nice variety of horses and riding styles to critique. All in all, the clinic and show were very 
successful events. 
 I would personally like to thank Dianne Little for allowing me to take part in this very 
important aspect of keeping the FOSH/IJA Judges the best there are. The attendees of the 
clinic were all very enthusiastic about what they do and we, as an organization, should be 
proud of the dedication that these folks have to the promotion of sound horses. 
 

OBSERVATIONS
from page 15

YOU!!!   For more information, 
contact Dodie Sable at dodie@
newpromisefarms.com or 
www.ectra.org.  And did you 
know that Dodie was the idea 
person behind FOSH’s Gaited 
Distance Program????  How 
about a round of applause for 
this forward thinking FOSH 
member!!!!!

Section of Muckleratz trail, 
photo compliments of Sherry 
Ann Githens.
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The Marwari Horse

After near 
extinction, 
the Marwari 
horse of India 
is making a 
comeback 
due to the 
love and 
dedication 
of the Indian 
Rajput 
families, in 
particular 

Raghuvendra Singh, in concert with a British 
Francesca Kelly of Massachusetts. Francesca’s 
involvement with the breed began when she first 
encountered them on a trip to India and received 
her first mare as a gift. Having grown up in Egypt 
with a love of the Arab desert horses, Francesca 
immediately took to the Marwari horse, with its 
energy and athleticism and with its characteristic 
inward pointing (curly) ears.
This proud, showy horse is descended from the 
warrior horses that served the royal families of 
feudal India since the beginning of that country’s 
existence. The Marwari horse, a symbol of the 
warrior kings, was considered to be divine and 
even superior to men of royal blood. Thus, only 
those of warrior caste families (the Rajput and the 
Kshatriyas) were given permission to ride 
these exquisite creatures.
 Despite its earlier prominence, 
the Marwari was almost lost to 
its beloved 
followers 
during 
the 
period 
of 
British 

imperialism and the timeframe both before and 
after Indian independence. Since the Marwari was 
used almost exclusively in battles between the 
feudal monarchs and invading armies, once the 
feudal states were eradicated, there no longer was 
any use for this warrior horse. In addition, with 
the nobilities’ loss of wealth and power, there was 
no way to continue to support this breed of horse 
that to many was a symbol of an earlier period 
when monarchies ruled the country. Somehow the 
Marwari survived the wholesale slaughter and 
castration during these times. Today the breed is 
once again achieving recognition and distinction. 
 Marwari Bloodlines was founded by Francesca 
Kelly Ondine and Raghuvendra Singh in 1995 
to preserve, promulgate and promote the horse 
in India and abroad. The largest number of the 
breed can be found in one of two breeding stables, 
at Dundlod Fort, Shekhawati, Rajasthan or its 
sister facility on the Island of Chappaquiddick, 
Massachusetts. The Dundlod stable with its current 
number of 26 horses is the first to successfully 
export horses from India to the United States, 
where there currently are nine horses since the first 
arrivals in 2000. Exportation of additional horses 
is desired, but difficulties with India’s government 
in gaining necessary approvals continue to affect 
the ability to do so. There also 

are a scattering of 
Marwari horses 
in both Spain 
and France. 
 Maintaining 
the highest 
standards for 
the Marwari 

b r e e d is critical to 
its success. The Indigenous 

Horse Society of India (IHSI) 
is a government recognized 
organization dedicated 
to the preservation and 

A Surviving Symbol of Ancient Indian Warrior Kings
By Pamela Brand, FOSH Executive Advisory Committee Member

Breed Spotlight

Marwari Stallion with formal Rajput horse 
decorations

Marwari mare Shyamla with 3 day filly Mehrunissa on Cape Pogue , Chappaquiddick
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continued page 21

improvement of the indigenous horses in India, 
including the Marwari. It is responsible for setting 
the breed standards; maintaining the breed registry, 
including the stud book; handling exportation of 
the breed and donating semen from top quality 
studs to enhance the gene pool. The breed 
standards are advanced by the IHSI and it provides 
help and information to assist in advancing 
the breed’s characteristics in keeping with the 
standards. 
 So what are the characteristics that define this 
beautiful breed of horse? The average height of the 
Marwari horse is between 14.2 and 15.2 hands, 
although newer foals and fillies are tending to be 
taller and broader. The body of the Marwari is 
powerfully proportioned, compact, yet elegant with 
a round rump and muscular thighs and shoulders. 
The top line should present a sensual curve from 
the poll over the straight medium to short back and 
rounding into the thigh with the tail attached high. 
The arched well-muscled neck sets high on top of 
the withers, growing out of the back to allow the 
head to be positioned higher than the withers.

 The profile of the head is straight, with a 
tendency to be roman rather than convex and the 
head carriage is high and showy with a beautifully 
arched neck during movement. The forehead is 
high, the jaws well-defined, and the eyes are large, 
luminous and widely set. The most distinctive 
characteristic of the Marwari horse is its ears, 
which curl inward making a perfect arch 
when pricked forward. And, it is these 
ears that best define the horse as a native 
of India and of pure blood. As early as in 
the second generation of outcrossing, the 
curly ears are lost.
 The extreme angulation of the 
shoulders sets the straight front legs 
forward on the body. The forearm is long 
and the cannon bone strong, but shorter 
with pasterns long and angled to allow a 
light, springy step. The rear legs must be 
conformed to allow smooth flexion of the 
hock and stifle. Together, the front and rear 
legs carry the horse squarely and upright.

 Being a desert horse, the Marwari has a fine and 
silky coat, but horses in the USA now have coats 
that have grown denser to acclimate to the colder 
winters here. The breed standard allows horses 
of any color coat or eye, except that the albino is 
not acceptable and the flat chestnut coat should be 
avoided for breeding and showing. The metallic 
bright bay is highly desirable, and the reds and 
whites (piebalds) and black and whites (skewbalds) 
are popular colors in India.
 How does the Marwari horse move? The Marwari 
typically possesses several different gaits, including 
walking, trotting, cantering and galloping. All 
gaits are performed in a highly collected manner 
with lightness of motion. The walk should be flat 
footed, but ground covering, rapid and appear 
free without restraints or aids. The trot is graceful 
and elevated, showing precise, natural action with 
an emphasis on collection rather than speed. The 
canter is also smooth and collected, but straight 
at all times. Being an extremely athletic breed, the 
Marwari horse should be able to reach a full gallop 

According to the breed standard 
defined by the IHSI, “the Marwari is 
defined by its personality and vigor, 
handsome forthright presence and 
arrogant bearing in the stallion and 
doe eyed beauty in the mare.” 

Marwari Stallion Shiv Raj (meaning king of the god Shiva)
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from a standing start, 
stop on command 
and reverse with ease.
 Its unique 
smooth gait is called 
the REVAAL and 
is described as a 
comfortable gait with 
minimal vertical 
movement used in 
the desert to cover 
long distances in 
great comfort, sometimes at a pace even faster than a 
canter. This gait replaces the trot and may disappear 
when the horse is encouraged by the rider to move 
to the trot. In any event, the Revaal must be always 
reached naturally, without padding, winging or 
landing on heels. Artificial means of achieving the 
Revaal are unacceptable and highly penalized. Not 
all horses perform the Revaal gait and this inability 
does not affect the breed standard in any way. The 
gaited horses in India are generally specific to the 
rural desert areas and may well have evolved due 
to very young horses being used as transport from 
inexperienced riders who do not post to the trot. 
 The Marwari’s powerful yet refined 
conformation makes the horse suitable 
as an all- around pleasure mount and its 
natural athletic ability may also lend itself 
to successful performance in the discipline 
of dressage. The breed also excels in sport 
and may be seen in the Indian sport of 
tent pegging, which simulates a military 
maneuver of galloping into desert tents 
and removing tent pegs; in this case, the 
pegs are of various sizes and removed 
while riding at a full gallop. Unfortunately, 
in India only the army is allowed to 
participate in such equestrian disciplines. 
The army even has its own dressage team. 
 Referred to as the “dancing horse,” the 
Marwari commonly performs at Indian 
festivals and wedding ceremonies, where 
the horse is trained to “dance” to music 
with its handler leading the movements 
from the ground. Francesca Kelly 
Ondine also has performed with the Marwari in an 

equestrian theatre presentation, a sound and light 
show choreographed to music that celebrates the 
horse.
 Marwari Bloodlines Dundlod and Marwari 
Bloodlines Chappaquiddick are centers for 
information on the purchase of Marwari horses. They 
can provide breed information, bloodline registration 

as well as information on shows, competitions and 
adventure horse safaris. Contact Bloodlines Dundlod 
at Raghuvendra Singh, Dundlod House, Civil Lines, 
Jaipur–302019 (Rajasthan), INDIA; Ph./Fax : 91-141-
2211276 /2211498; E-mail: dundlod@dil.in. Contact 
Bloodlines Chappaquiddick at Francesca Kelly 
Ondine, 395 Lamberts Cove Road, Vineyard Haven, 
MA 02568, U.S.A; Phone: 1-508-696-8814; Email: 
fkelly8254@aol.com. Either contact can educate 
you about this amazing breed of horse, a lasting 
symbol of Indian royalty and a mythical horse with a 
prestigious place in Indian religious history.
Credits: Marwari Horse at www.horsemarwari.com; The 
Indigenous Horse Society of India at www.horseindian.com; 
and Dundlod Fort at www.dundlod.com

According to Francesca Kelly “Where you require extremes 
of speed and collection, Marwari horse is very suitable and 
receptive to those disciplines. This is not at all a horizontal 
horse.”By that I mean that the Marwari retains at all times an 
independence of character and stance, a beautifully collected 
movement in all gaits and an energy in repose or movement 
that distinguishe it from the more domesticated breeds.

Marwari Horse
from page 19

Marwari mare Bijl
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Groundwork can be a very valuable tool in preparing the 
horse to be ridden. It is also a good way to stretch and warm 

up muscles as well as put the horse in a relaxed frame of mind 
before mounting each day.
 As a training tool, groundwork should supple and strengthen 
the correct muscles as well as teach the horse balance. A horse 
that is muscled correctly and balanced will be a more confident 
horse because balance is closely linked to a horse’s emotions.
 In addition to the physical and psychological benefits of 
groundwork, it should also be diagnostic. When I do in-hand 
work, I look to see things such as which is the weak hind leg and 
which is the hollow side and stiff side of the horse. The stiff side 
is usually the side the horse has trouble stepping under with the 
inside hind leg. This will affect his ability to turn in that direction 
and therefore his balance. I know that on his hollow side he will 
avoid the hand aids, so I have to help the horse with this or he 
will be harder to guide under saddle. I try to observe where the 
horse holds tension in his body, so I know which exercises will 
benefit him the most. During groundwork, I will also notice the 
asymmetries in his body that I will have to address with the 
correct movements under saddle.
 My aim is to develop the correct posture muscles, which 
are important to relaxation and beautiful, fluid movement. If I 
allow the horse to execute his groundwork in a poor balance, he 
will use incorrect muscles which will cause him to misuse joints. 
In early training, in-hand work is done slowly so this doesn’t 
happen. 
 It is important to understand how your groundwork affects 
the horse biomechanically or it may not be beneficial to the 
horse. Much of the groundwork done in the horse world today 
simply makes the horse submissive to the handler, but is not 
in the best interest of the horse. For instance, when you move 
the horse around, are you putting him in balance or taking 
him out of balance? Are you lengthening muscles to release 
tension or simply doing a movement to dominate the horse and 
creating a tense muscle? A movement such as disengaging the 
hindquarters gives the handler more control but it tenses all 
the joints of the hind end and hind legs, so it should be used 
only if absolutely necessary--meaning the handler’s safety is 
in immediate jeopardy. I have never had to use hindquarter 
disengagement to a horse I am training.
 Correct in-hand work encourages lateral bending thru the 
length of the horse. This helps with footwork, balance and 
relaxation. Lateral bending in each direction helps the horse have 
elastic muscles on each side so he can have correct longitudinal 
bend. This prepares the horse for the weight of a rider. As you 
bend the horse laterally on each side he learns to engage the 
hind leg on that side, beginning education for collection. If the 
neck over bends, the spine is out of alignment and the horse 
cannot organize his feet for balance. Whenever the neck is over 
bent, it disconnects the hind legs from the bridle, making things 
like turning harder for the rider; causing the rider to use more 
contact with the hands.

Larry Whitesell, inter-
nationally renowned 
gaited horse clinician 
and author in Cookev-
ille, Tennessee, teaches 
classical horsemanship for 
gaited horses to gymnasti-
cally rebalance the horse and achieve relaxation and collection from 
hind end engagement.  He teaches that relaxation is paramount in 
all training and the horse must be trained physically, mentally and 
emotionally.  

Is Groundwork Important?
By Larry Whitesell, © 2013

 Groundwork exercises should teach the horse how the aids 
will work with a rider--how to feel for the hand and yield to a 
soft leg. When the aids are properly taught, the horse will stay 
between the hands and the legs, which means the horse won’t 
spook or run away. A horse that clearly understands the aids is 
a confident horse and willingly submits to the rider. So I never 
do groundwork without my hand and leg working together as 
they will under saddle. Since I am on one side of the horse, my 
hand on the bridle represents my hand and my hand with a 
dressage whip is my leg. My leg always sends the horse to my 
hand which stays soft and teaches the horse how much pressure 
he is allowed to put on the hand. It cannot be more than the 
weight of the reins. I can lightly touch the horse with my whip to 
bring his attention to his body part I am trying to educate. This 
way I am able to connect a riding aid to a leg or foot, through 
his brain. I never take it for granted that he understands which 
foot or body part I am trying to talk to. I can physically draw 
attention to it with my hand or the tip of my whip with a light 
touch. When I am this specific, I will have a horse that more 
easily understands me when I am mounted.
 Groundwork can also be therapeutic for the horse, both 
physiologically and emotionally. These therapeutic groundwork 
exercises take a little more knowledge on the part of the handler 
becasue you must understand which movements affect which 
muscles in a helpful way. For emotional horses, balance is the 
key. All work must be done slowly, allowing the horse to learn 
footwork and feel the release of tension. If you ask a horse to do 
a movement that releases a tense muscle, the horse will believe 
you have his best interest at heart. If you do these things daily 
the horse starts to see you as a source of security. When that 
happens he won’t spook, run away, or be buddy sour.
 In-hand work in early training should mobilize the horse’s 
jaw. Most young horses lock their jaw in early work. If that 
happens they become stiff in the poll, the back and therefore 
the hind end. Horses worked out of balance will of course lock 
the jaw and the poll. A horse’s first in-hand lessons should be 
done to prevent a locked jaw, or subsequent training will take 
much longer.
 Groundwork or in-hand work can shorten the training time 
or increase it. It is a very good thing to learn to do correctly. 
I never mount my horse without warming his muscles and his 
mind up on the ground first. It just takes a few minutes but often 
prevents an argument later.
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Starting the Young Horse Right
Taking the time at the beginning ensures a lifetime of  

willing compliance in your trail partner. Do you have 
30 minutes a day to spend with your horse? If  you do, you 
may be capable of  more progress than you would have 
imagined.

Creating a Modern Training Paradigm or Bringing in 
the “New”
Today in 2013, lots of  horse folks are searching for cutting 
edge training technology or the newest recipe for success. 
The good news is that animal behavioral science studies 
show the horse to be capable of  more than has ever been 
thought possible. Miniature horses are even being used as 
service companions and horses are employed utilizing their 
empathetic abilities in human counseling and therapeutic 
programs. The hit movie “War Horse” brought even our 
non-horsey friends to recognize the important role that 
horses have played throughout history. This is encouraging 
and exciting progress; the horse is being recognized for 
his brainpower and not just his horsepower. Many animal 
behavioral experts advocate slowing horse training down to 
actually bring faster results. An emphasis on fewer repetitions 
and clearer communication can put a horse at the head of  the 
proverbial class. If  size appropriate equines can be taught 
to be service animals, we can all look at our horses with 
a new appreciation for what can be achieved. Perhaps in 
this new era of  horse training we will begin to focus more 
on basic education and less on riding a young horse before 
he reaches physical maturity. Better education may actually 
result in less remedial training later – and fewer unwanted 

 by Suzanne De Laurentis and Allen Pogue, Imagine A Horse, ©2013; www.imagineahorse.com

horses. 
 In the special report “In Search of  Your Next Trail 
Horse” (January/February 2012), we covered choosing a 
horse for Train-Ability with regards to physical, emotional 
and mental attributes. If  a young horse was your selection 
as your trail partner, you will probably educate him with 
special attention to maximizing the traits for which you 
chose him. Ground skills can help to develop understanding 
and trust between horse and human, willing obedience, 
cooperation, and physical and mental agility.
 Setting the stage for success: Give 30 minutes a day 
a try- make a list of  10 skills or tricks that you would most 
like your horse to learn. Choose one skill per week and break 
each skill down into 10 steps to make a plan that a five-year-
old child could understand. Teach one or two of  those steps 
every day to your horse and in a month you will probably 
be surprised at your success. Want a ready-made list? Check 
ours below. These 10 basic ground skills are a sampling (just 
the beginning!) of  what our student horses learn. All the 

horse needs to know to begin is how to lead. 
The only equipment you need is a working 
length line (15 to 22 feet) and a guider whip or 
other nice flexible whip of  about 48 inches. 
 Some Basic Ground Skills:
1) Forward Movement is perhaps the most 
important ground skill that you can teach a 
horse. A horse should move forward willingly 
on a line with a cue and should not change 
speeds (transition) or stop until asked. A horse 
that is generous in his forward movement is 
usually easier to train than one that is sluggish. 
Generosity of  movement can be instilled so let 
your horse know from the very beginning that 
when you ask him to move, he is expected to 
do so. 2) Transitions or changes of gait–
This helps a horse to tune into your body 
language while learning to maintain and 

Foals remember their young training lessons for a lifetime. This foal was accepting of  
a blanket that was introduced when he was only a week old. Because the dam learned 
pedestal work as a youngster, she was confident in showing her foal that it was fun. 

Teaching a young 
horse to carry 
a surcingle and 
light pad is great 
preparation for 
when she will be 
asked to carry a 
saddle.
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change speed or gaits on cue. 3) Change of direction –
This teaches a horse to use both eyes separately and then 
together or in other words to work as directed from either 
side. This also helps him to gain confidence that he is doing 
the right thing as he learns to read your cues; proximity 
(position) and verbal cues (“turn”). 4) Yield the shoulders 
and 5) Yield the hindquarters. A horse should easily let 
you direct or control what each part of  his body does long 
before he is saddle trained. This will translate into easier 
steering and better balance when you are on his back and 
progress into beautiful mounted moves such as the turn 
on the haunches and turn on the forehand. 6) Yield the 
face–If  a horse is taught to accept and then yield to light 
pressure on his nose through first a halter and then later a 
bit or other headgear, he will be more willing and lighter to 
handle when he is started in mounted work. 7) Turn backs 
on the half circle–This is a great exercise to help a horse 
learn to shift his weight and balance onto his hind quarters 
and to engage his hocks as he makes a turn back. We lunge 
the horse in a half  circle and ask him to “whoa” or halt as 
he comes to the fence. After a pause of  several seconds, cue 
the horse to turn and complete a half  circle in the opposite 
direction, also halting when he approaches the fence. 8) 
Whoa–You may notice that the “whoa” was not at the top 
of  our list. We began the process as we incorporated it in the 
turn back exercise above. It will be easier to teach a horse to 
“whoa” after he has gained confidence in taking direction 
with his forward movement and turns. 9) Ground tie–A 
horse learns to stand where he is placed and to stay with 
the lead dropped. We like to use a mat or other marker to 
help the horse to better understand to stay on position. 10) 
Come when called–We teach our horses to recognize and 
respond to their names. A dog may come running eagerly 
at the sound of  his name and although a horse doesn’t 
respond exactly in the same manner they can still be taught 

to be called by name from a pasture group. 
 Ground skills will give you and your horse the beginning of  a 
foundation with which to continue on to saddle training. Every 30 
minute training session that you invest your time in will give you more 
reliability and pleasure in your mount when he graduates to trail 
riding. Giving clear and consistent cues is actually like giving 
instructions in pantomime and spending 30 minutes every 
day with your horse will sharpen your skills as a teacher. 
Physical cues indicate a touch with either hand or a guider 
whip. Proximity cues mean where your body is in relation 
to the horse’s body. Verbal cues are the delivery of  one or two 
very distinct words. A reasonably intelligent horse will begin 
to understand your request with about three repetitions 
and too many repetitions can decrease the responsiveness 
of  many horses. At times when a horse seems unable or 
unwilling to understand, consider giving him some time to 
think and try again when he is in a different frame of  mind. 
He may simply need a little time out or a walkabout. 
 Cross-training and brain training can help keep 
horses interested in their education. Cross training can 
include combining ground driving and Agility Training 
or integrating Trick Training with saddle and ground 
training. Trick Training is a fun and effective way to teach 
a horse to learn how to learn; i.e., brain training. When 

Pedestal training teaches a horse to be aware of  what each foot 
is doing (separately) while instilling confidence, reliability and 
predictability. Pedestals are great preparation for trail training.   

Illusion is tacked up with 
a surcingle as a driving rig 
and tied with halter over the 
bridle. If  the bridle were over 
the halter, her mouth could be 
damaged if  she pulled back. 
One of  the driving lines is 
attached to a vertical post and 
Sue tests her acceptance of  
the lines around her legs and 
over her back also under her 
tail before actually driving 
her. We never tie a horse hard 
and fast when introducing a 
new exercise which is why 

there is only one loop around the vertical post with the lead line.

continued page 24
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a horse enjoys learning he begins to be mentally present 
in the moment and active in the training process. Rupert 
Isaacson, founder of  The Horse Boy Method (www.
horseboyfoundation.org ) integrates our Trick Training 
methods with the therapy horses that he uses in teaching 
autistic children. The Trick Training helps the children stay 
focused and makes learning fun and engaging for them. 
Tricks such as herding the Big Ball can help to establish 
a language between horse and handler while tapping into 
a horse’s natural curiosity and herding instinct. In other 
words, we are shaping natural behaviors to keep learning 
both fun and functional! Every single 30 minute session is 
important and will translate into reliability on the trail.
 Want a super responsive saddle horse? Start 
with ground driving. 30 minutes a day is plenty of  
time to include ground driving in your training schedule. 
Ground driving a horse is the natural progression of  in-
hand work and is a great way to help develop understanding 
of  bit signals and the basics of  direction and speed control. 
Driving will help to strengthen his top-line from ears to tail 
especially with lateral moves and the stop and back. Sure, 
this can add a couple of  weeks to the training time, but 
a horse can become light and responsive to the bit (your 
hands) long before the complexity of  carrying a rider 
is added to the equation! Driving can be done in almost 
any headgear, including a halter for young horses. Tactile 
and visual examination of  a horse’s mouth may help you 
choose an appropriate bit. Horses’ mouths can have lots of  
variations such as fleshy lips, a high palate or low palate, 
or a large tongue. If  you need help selecting a bit, ask your 

veterinarian or trainer to help you. Bitting options can be 
unique to each horse. Bits are not instantly interchangeable 
as a horse must be taught the signal and correct response 
for each new bit. Consequently, it is not realistic to switch, 
for instance, from a three-piece snaffle to a grazing bit and 
expect the horse to automatically understand the difference 
in signals. 
 A sidepull is a good choice to start young horses and 
so is a bosal. We don’t use a bosal on gaited horses as their 
natural head shake or nod makes the bosal bounce on their 
nose. Side pulls are great to begin driving and we don’t use a 
bosal for driving as the long reins don’t allow proper balance 
or release of  pressure. If  you start a horse in a side pull, as 
he matures, a bit can be worn on a headstall underneath 
so the horse gradually becomes accustomed to carrying it. 
Carrying a bit in this manner before adding reins to it helps 
a young horse gain confidence to pick the bit up and hold it 
with the tongue. 
 To ground drive you will need two long lines (about 
22ft), and a surcingle. You can make driving lines yourself  
and if  you don’t have a surcingle, you can run the lines 
through the stirrups on a saddle, preferably western as the 
leather fenders give the lines more support. The surcingle 

We made these driving lines with sailing rope and a small clip. 
They are 22 ft long and the rope has a lively feel in your hands. 
Sue has a short lunge or driving whip in her right hand to initially 
ask Illusion to move away from her and into a walk which is an 
extension of  having taught her to move forward on a working length 
line. Always use a whip to make a snapping sound or your voice 
to ask a horse to move and never shake or slap the reins to ask for 
movement. 

Illusion seems thoughtful and attentive as she learns to walk out on 
a straight line in her first driving session with a bit. The driving 
lines are slack and the mare is working with very light direction 
from Sue. 

gives a smoother feel than using a saddle. 
 If  you taught your horse to move forward and to make 
laps around you on a working line or lunge line, it should be 
an easy transition to ask him to move away from you while 
in the driving rig. I like to teach a horse to yield softly to the 
bit while standing next to him in preparation for driving so 
the bit pressure doesn’t take him by surprise or make him 
fearful. It’s a good idea to wear gloves and to carry a driving 
whip if  a light touch is needed to ask him to move forward. 
We never shake the reins to ask for movement as it sends 
a vibration to the horse’s mouth. A few laps in the round 
pen or even in the arena with easy turns are fine for the 
first few sessions. The halt can be introduced on the third 
or fourth session followed by a few steps back. We drive our 
young horses for about two weeks until they are proficient 

Starting the Young 
Horse continued from page 23
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at executing turns at a walk and trot, stops and backing. 
 An aspect of  saddle training that is often overlooked 
is that the skin on a horse’s back needs time to toughen 
with the movement of  a saddle. Wearing a surcingle can 
accustom a horse to light back pressure literally years before 
he is physically mature enough to carry a rider. It can be 
worn during regular ground schooling or even when a 
youngster is ponied on the trail with another horse. Starting 
a young horse right can be accomplished in 30 minutes a 
day. Do you remember the words of  Christopher Robin to 
Winnie the Pooh? You are braver than you believe, stronger than you 
seem, and smarter than you think. Slowing down your training 
can actually speed up the results!

Sue asked Illusion to halt and she engaged her hind quarters and 
lifted her back in preparation to halt and step back. The reins are 
slack in Sue’s hands as she has released the pressure on the bit to let 
Illusion finish the exercise on her own. This exercise helps a horse 
to strengthen and supple their top line and develops balance and 
responsiveness in preparation for the day when she will carry the 
extra weight of  a rider. 

This is a balanced and beautiful strike off  as Illusion walks out 
of  the step back exercise. Illusion’s topline is lifted up and her hind 
quarters (motor) are totally engaged.

After several driving sessions, Illusion was able to begin with 
beautiful and gymnastic moves on the drive lines such as this turn 
on the haunches.
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Lateral movements are when 
the horse moves sideways 
as well as forward. Lateral 
work includes specific 
exercises used to improve the 
horse’s flexibility, strength 
and overall function in order 
to achieve self-carriage and 
to enable the rider to perform 
specific movements required 

in a dressage test or on the trail such as closing a gate. 
 In previous articles, I established 5 characteristics to define the various 
lateral movements (see sidebar). The lateral movements can be grouped 
by these characteristics. In this article we will look at two groupings. I 
suggest you acquire two small zucchini to help you sort out the movements. 
Physically moving something as you learn makes the information stick. 
Alternately you could crawl around on your living room floor to help you 
embody the information. 

In the chart on page 27 I have listed twenty-one different 
movements. Four are not lateral; however, I have included them 
for completeness. 

MoVeMenTS ThaT are noT laTeral
The 5 movements not that are not lateral (the horse does not 
move sideways) are a:
 • Straight line
 • Circle (L & R)
 • Counter bend (L &R)
 • Rein-back (backing up) 

 The horse remains on two tracks with the hind foot 
following the line of  the forefoot going straight forward, 
backward and on a circle. When counter bent, the horse is 
still following the line of  the circle in the opposite bend (to the 
outside), which occurs in the spine and is not a displacement of  
the legs. The characteristics of  these movements are:

• Direction: Forward, backward (on straight lines and 
circles)

• Bend: Left, right or straight (no bend)
• Orientation: None (you are on the line of  the circle 

itself  therefore you are not oriented “in” or “out” in 
relation to the circle)

• Tracks: Two (the hind feet follow in the track of  the 
front feet)

• Gaits: All*: Walk, Trot, Canter, Soft-Gaits (*Canter 
backwards has be done but is extremely diffcult!)

Laterally Related – A Characteristic 
Grouping of Lateral Movements

By Wendy Murdoch; Copyright© 2013. All rights reserved. www.murdochmethod.com

The 5 characTerisTics of 
LaTeraL MoveMenTs
·	 Direction – the direction of travel; Forward, 

Backward, or Diagonally (circles can be 
forward or backward).

·	 Bend – the curvature of the horse’s spine. 
Bend can be Left, Right, or Straight (no bend).

·	 Orientation – In or Out. This refers to the line 
of the circle. “In” means to the inside of the 
line of the circle, while “Out” means to the 
outside of the line of the circle.

·	 Tracks – the number of paths created by the 
legs of the horse. Two tracks – the hind feet 
follow in the track of the front feet; Three 
tracks – there are three distinct lines that the 
legs are on with two legs on the same path; 
and Four tracks – each leg forms a separate 
path, one for each leg.

·	 Gaits –Lateral work can be performed by soft-
gaited horses. For simplicity I will limit my 
discussion to the three primary gaits; walk, 
trot canter and halt. 

laTeral MoVeMenTS GrouPed By direCTion 
 The next three movements on the chart: leg-yield, side-
pass, full-pass and half-pass, are similar to each other in several 
ways. Three share the word “pass” in the name, the direction 
of  travel is on a diagonal line or sideways, there is no need for 
orientation and they are all on two tracks. Side-pass and full-
pass have no forward movement; they are fully sideways. Half-
pass and leg-yield are diagonal movements.
 All four can be ridden either to the left or the right. The 
front and rear legs cross over in front of  each other. The amount 
of  crossing depends on how collected the horse is and how 
much the horse is moving forward versus sideways. Traveling 
more forward than sideways, as in a very shallow leg-yield, will 
result in little to no crossing of  the legs. Side-pass and full-pass 
are completely sideways and therefore the legs must cross fully 
as there is no forward motion. 
 Leg-Yield: the horse is straight with slight poll flexion 
moving diagonally away from the direction of  travel. This is 

continued page 28
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Options for combining leg-
yield and half-pass
Starting from bottom left to top left: leg-
yield right to center line, half-pass 
left, leg-yield right.
Starting from bottom right to top right: 
leg-yield left to center line, half-
pass right to leg-yield right.

Starting from bottom left to upper right: 
leg-yield right to center line, 
change bend, half-passing right to 
leg-yield left.
Starting from bottom right to upper left: 
leg-yield left to center line, change 
bend, half  pass left to leg yield 
right.
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Laterally Related
from page 26

typically considered a “beginning” lateral movement because it 
is easier for a horse to move away from the bend. For example, 
when traveling left hand around the arena (left hand towards 
the middle) you turn onto the quarter line from the short side 
and establish a straight line. With the horse’s left eye barely 
visible you begin leg-yield by traveling diagonally to the right, 
away from your left (inside) leg. The horse’s body should remain 
parallel to the side wall as he moves forward/sideways until you 
go straight again. 

 Leg-yield can be ridden on any line provided there is 
sufficient room to move diagonally away from your starting 
position. Hence you can leg-yield along the wall (the horse 
is positioned at an angle to the wall), on a circle or from 
any straight line in the arena. In the strictest sense, leg-yield 
should have no bend at all; however, it is often ridden with a 
slight bend. In which case it is easy to remember which way 
you are going, leg yield is always ridden away from the bend. 
Unfortunately, leg-yield is often ridden with too much flexion 
(bending the neck), falling or leaning, which defeats the purpose 
of  the exercise. It is important that the horse remain upright in 
order to develop thrust from the hind legs. Any rotation in the 
ribcage (evidenced by withers tilted or saddle rotating to one 
side) will decrease the benefit of  this or any other lateral work.
 Side-Pass: the horse moves completely sideways away 
from the rider’s inside leg with no forward movement. The 
horse is flexed slightly away from the direction of  travel as in 
leg-yield . Again, if  you think of  a slight bend, you would move 
away from the bend.
 Half-Pass: is similar to leg-yield except for direction 
of  travel in relation to the bend. Any exercise, half-pass 
included, where the horse moves into the bend requires 
a greater degree of  longitudial and lateral flexibility in 
the spine and ribcage. In half-pass, the horse moves on 
a diagonal line into the bend while remaining parallel 
to the side wall and perpendicular to the front wall. The 

Movement Direction/traveling Bend Orient. Tracks Gaits 
Leg Yield Diagonal/Left or 

Right 
Straight 
(away) 

None 2 W,T,C 

Half Pass Diagonal/Left or 
Right 

Left, Right 
(into) 

None 2 W,T,C 

Side Pass Sideways/Left or 
Right 

Straight 
(away) 

None 2 W 

Full Pass Sideways/Left or 
Right 

Left, Right 
(into) 

None 2 W,C 

 

horse needs to have the hindquarters engaged (coming 
underneath) and reach forward/sideways with the hind legs. 
The shoulders slightly lead the hindquarters as the horse 
moves diagonally forward/sideways (due the the fact that the 
horse is narrower in the shoulders than the hips) so that they 
stay in front of  the hindquarters. Correctly executed, the 
horse lifts the back and carries more weight behind, which 
allows for greater reach and impulsion from the hind legs. 
Full-pass: is similar to side-pass except for the direction of  
travel in relation to the bend. The horse travels sideways with 
no forward movement, into the bend making this a much more 
difficult than side-pass. 
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IT’S TIme To geT ouT The zucchInI!
Use a zucchini to figure out the different movements (or draw this on 
a sheet of paper). Create an arena on the surface of a table. Place your 
horse (zucchini) at the end closest to you. Roll it from left to right so that 
you get the sense of left bend and right bend. Now place it so that the 
ends curve down towards the table. This would represent straight. 
 Place the horse along the right side of your arena on a left bend 
(concave side on the left). Move it on a circle keeping the bend towards 
the inside of the circle. This would be traveling on the line of a circle 
straight with a left bend. Switch to right bend while continuing to circle 
left. You are now “counter-bent” (bending to the right) on the circle 
tracking left. Change to a left bend again without changing your circle. You 
are now bending left on a circle left.
 Exit the circle and continue moving your horse along the wall of the 
arena. When the zucchini is closest to you (“bottom” of the arena) continue 
to follow along the short wall until you get to the right hand corner. 
Continue through the corner onto the long side (one zucchini length) and 
proceed toward the upper left corner rolling the zucchini so that the horse 
is straight (curve down and shoulders in line with hips). As you approach 
the left wall come onto the track one zucchini length before the corner 
and change the bend (roll the zucchini so the concave side is to the right.) 
Track right around the corner. You have now made a change of direction 
and bend across the diagonal line of the arena. Notice that the horse was 
aimed from corner to corner following a diagonal line from bottom right 
to upper left. Therefore, the horse remained “straight” moving on a diagonal 
line. 
 Follow along the right side of the “arena” until you are at the 
bottom again. Begin to travel up the centerline. You are still in right bend. 
Leg-yield diagonally towards the upper left-hand corner while maintaining 
right bend. Keep the horse parallel to the sidewall and perpendicular to 
the end wall. Come around the arena to the bottom and proceed up the 
centerline again (still right bend). Without changing bend move the horse 
diagonally to the right towards the upper-right hand corner of the arena. 
You are now in half-pass right. 
Experiment with differing amounts of sideways versus forward motion to 
see how the angle of the sideways movement influences where you will 
end up on the long side of the arena. If you do a very gradual leg yield 
or half-pass you reach the side wall at the far corner of the arena. If you 
leg-yield on a steeper angle you can reach track at center of the long 
side giving you plenty of room to move diagonally at approximately a 
45 degree angle for half-pass right from the side wall to the upper right 
corner. If you leg-yield an even steeper angle with little forward motionn 
you will touch the track well before the midpoint, in which case you will 
have lots of room for half-pass to the right.
 Now place your horse at the center of the short side perpendicular 
to the wall (tail to the wall) in left bend. Side-pass him to the right (move 
away from the bend) and full-pass back (into the bend) to your starting 
position. Change to right bend and repeat to the left, side-pass toward the 
corner and full-pass to the center line. You can side- and full-pass anywhere 
in the arena provided the horse remains perpendicular to whatever wall 
you are facing and only moves sideways.
 Once you get the feel for simulating the different positions challenge 
yourself by using two zucchinis simultaneously (a pas de deux!). Move your 
“horses” through all the different lateral positions we have discussed so far 
and see how they relate to each other, not only as movements but also as 
they are oriented in the arena. Experiment with moving your horses from 

leg-yield to half-pass and back to leg-yield. You will keep the bend the same 
but go away from – into – and away from bend as you move forward on 
a diagonal. Finally, place a horse at an angle to the wall (either head or 
tail to the wall) and move along the wall away from bend. Keep the horse 
parallel with the line of travel. This would be “leg-yielding along the wall”.
 If you simulate first with the zucchini and then with yourself acting as 
the horse, you will have a much clearer picture of what you want your horse 
to do the next time you ask him to go laterally. Next time we will look at 
the circular lateral movements. For now, why not ponder on moving laterally 
sideways/forward as you walk down the barn isle.

In the last issue of the Sound Advocate, the 
Pure Pleasure Gaited Horse Association of 
Oklahoma (PPGHA) issued a challenge to all 
the other states to step up for FOSH and help 
grow membership. PPGHA is donating a free 
membership to FOSH to one lucky rider in each 
of its eight clinics in 2013 that are co hosted 
by the Joyful Noise Farm in Pryor, OK (www.
joyfulnoisefarmok.com). 

So far, the Winners are:
Stan Kent, Rosehill, KS at the Mark Russell 
Lessons in Lightness Clinic.
Jessica Faubert, Bixby, OK at the Larry Whitesell 
Classical Horsemanship for the Gaited Horse 3 
Day clinic.
Harley Broers, Wellsville, KS at the Larry 
Whitesell Classical Horsemanship for the Gaited 
Horse 5 Day clinic.
Linda Gaddy, Fayetteville, AR at the Wendy 
Murdoch (Murdoch Method) Simplify Your 
Riding (Rider Biomechanics) clinic. 

sTiLL To coMe: Larry Whitesell Classical 
Horsemanship for the Gaited Horse 3 Day 
clinic in September. Larry Whitesell Classical 
Horsemanship for the Gaited Horse 5 Day clinic 
in October. Laurie Hedlund 3 Day Dressage 
clinic in October. Diane Sept Connected Riding 
(Dressage for the Gaited Trail Horse) clinic in 
November.

oKLahoMa Dares YoU To TaKe The 
chaLLenGe for fosh!!!!

OklahOma ScOreS 
4 fOr fOSh – The 
challenge cOnTinueS
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03-06 WenDY muRDoch oPen cLInIc & LeSSonS Orchard 
Cove Stables Townsend, TN Contact Heather Webb 865-448-1506 or 
tellisand@yahoo.com

05-07 LIz gRAVeS RenDezVouS WoRKShoP Spring Valley, MN 
Contact Liz Graves lizgraves@centurytel.net 

09-10 gARY LAne cLInIc Mammoth Cave Horse Camp, Mammoth Cave, 
KY Contact Gary Lane 606-758-8457 or www.windsweptstables.net

09-11 DIAne SePT connecTeD RIDIng FoR gAITeD 
hoRSeS cLInIc Yesteryear Farms, Murietta, CA Auditors Welcome. 
Contact Pauline Stotsenberg 951-461-6587 or ps@yesteryearfarms.net. 

09-12 WenDY muRDoch oPen cLInIc & LeSSonS Half-
Halt Farm, Bloomington, IN Contact: Ann Belth (812) 935-6416 OR 
annbelth@half-haltfarm.com

16-18  LARRY WhITeSeLL gAITeD hoRSemAnShIP 3 DAY 
cLInIc Augusta, ME contact Kathleen (207) 626-7646

17-18 DIAne SePT connecTeD RIDIng LeSSonS Little Cove 
Farm, Saint Leonard, MD Contact: rmswan57@yahoo.com

17-18  nATRc RegIon 3 TARRYALL RIVeR RomP Lake George, 
CO Contact Susan Peters 719-488-2267 or sapeters@pcisys.net 

17-18  nATRc RegIon 1 JAcKSon FoReST. Fort Bragg, CA. 
Contact Steve Meroshnekoff 707-743-9973 or iambrewing@aol.com

17-20  WenDY muRDoch oPen cLInIc Snoqualmie Valley Riding 
Club, North Bend, WA Contact Rebecka Knapp 425-891-4262 or 
becka@sknapp.org 

23-25 LARRY WhITeSeLL gAITeD hoRSemAnShIP 3 DAY 
cLInIc St Croix WI Contact Patti (715) 483-9292

26-30 LIz gRAVeS RenDezVouS WoRKShoP Spring Valley, MN 
Contact Liz Graves lizgraves@centurytel.net

20-25  WenDY muRDoch oPen cLInIc Left Field Farm, Vashon, WA 
Contact Becky Bergman 206-200-6444 or beckyonvashon@gmail.com 

29 WenDY muRDoch LeSSonS Homestead Ranch, Catlett, VA 
Contact: Barbara Zulick (703) 863-5864 or jbzulick@cox.net

30-09/01 LIz gRAVeS RenDezVouS WoRKShoP Spring Valley, MN 
Contact Liz Graves lizgraves@centurytel.ne

30-09/02 gARY LAne cLInIc Midwest Trailride, Norman, IN Contact Gary 
Lane 606-758-8457 or www.windsweptstables.net

SEPTEMBER
05-09 LIz gRAVeS ALL BReeD cLInIc & PRIVATe LeSSonS 

Frey Ranch, Smartville, CA Contact Gail Frey glorybelle49@yahoo.com

07-08  nATRc RegIon 4 WImBeRLeY WAYFAReR. Storm 
Ranch. Contact Elaine Swiss 830-825-3032 or swissranch@earthlink.net

Events of Interest
These Events of Interest are provided as a benefit to FOSH members and Sound Advocate readers and are linked to FOSH in some way. The clinicians listed are members of FOSH. The Expos listed will have 
FOSH supporters distributing sound horse literature and/or will have a FOSH member clinician participating. A FOSH Santioned Show is governed by the FOSH IJA Rulebook and will be designated A, AA, AA+, 
or AAA. All High Point Awards are only earned at FOSH Sanctioned shows. A FOSH Affiliated Show uses FOSH DQPs for inspection. Shows may be sanctioned and affiliated with FOSH. Please check with Show 
Management to determine the FOSH status of the Show.

JULY
01 DIAne SePT LeSSon DAY Water Tower Farm, Marshfield, VT  

Contact: WaterTowerFarm@aol.com

3-4 gARY LAne cLInIc Red Hill Riding Camp, Livingston, KY Contact 
Gary 606-758-8457 or www.windsweptstables.net.

05-07 JennIe JAcKSon DReSSAge en gAIT cLInIc Devine 
Gaits Farm, Litchfield, OH Contact Althea Boryk 216-570-3702 or 
devinegaitsfarm@yahoo.com 

07 WenDY muRDoch LeSSonS Toad Hollow Farm, 
Charlottesville, VA Contact Renee Schfflett 434-823-5558 or 434-989-
2491 or toadhollow01@aol.com

11 WenDY muRDoch LeSSonS Simple Springs Annex, Catlett 
Contact Jenny Spain baymoon85@hotmail.com

12-13  nATRc nATIonAL BoARD oF DIRecToRS meeTIng 
Denver, CO Contact Laurie DiNatale 303-688-1677 or natrc@natrc.org 

13-14 gARY LAne cLInIc Doswell, VA. Contact Gary Lane 606-758-
8457 or www.windsweptstables.net

18-21 gARY LAne TWheAm. Missoula, MT. Contact Gary Lane www.
windsweptstables.net or 606-758-8457

18-21 WenDY muRDoch oPen cLInIc Washington State. Contact: 
Rebecka Knapp becka@sknapp.org

19-23 AVmA AnnuAL conVenTIon Chicago, IL. Contact www.avma.
org or 800.248.2862

20-21 nATRc RegIon 1 chALLenge oF The noRTh 
Fairbanks, AK Contact Laruie Knuutilla 907-378-9190 or wildrosepht@
yahoo.com 

27 WenDY muRDoch LeSSonS Good News Stables, Boyd, MD 
Contact Judy Coyne 301-305-2424 or judicoyne@comcast.net

27-28 eKTRA SAncTIoneD enDuRAnce RIDe-FoSh 
SPonSoReD The Muckleratz Run, Elizabethville, PA Contact Dodie 
Sable dodie@newpromisefarms.com. 

29-30  LARRY WhITeSeLL gAITeD hoRSemAnShIP 3 DAY 
cLInIc Albany, OR Contact Dee (541) 519-2036 or gsr@eoni.com

31  WenDY muRDoch LeSSonS Carter Dressage, Marshall, VA 
Contact Renee Carter (540) 229-2522 or carterdressage@netzero.net

AUGUST
01 WenDY muRDoch LeSSonS Toad Hollow Farm, 

Charlottesville, VA Contact Renee Schfflett 434-989-2491 
toadhollow01@aol.com 

02-04  LARRY WhITeSeLL gAITeD hoRSemAnShIP 3 DAY 
cLInIc Sun Meadow Ranch Woodland, UT Contact Marion Wheaton 
marion.wheaton@gmail.com 
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FOSH Membership Application and Order Form
 (All annual memberships include an electronic bi-monthly issue of the Sound Advocate and an Educational Packet)

Type of Membership (check one)
Annual q $ 30                   Organization (For your Gaited Horse club or Association) q$50 life q $600*
Annual q $ 45 (includes printed hard copy of the Sound Advocate mailed to your home)
(Please Print Neatly)
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:__________________________________________ city:__________________State: _______Zip code: _____

Phone: ___________________________E-mail: _________________________ Breed(s) of Horse(s): _______________

Additional Donations: q $20 q $30 q $40 q $50 q Patron $100* q Benefactor $300* q Other $_____
*Includes 2 complimentary cD’s by Mary Ann Kennedy

Available Merchandise

 FOSH Standards Video
—America’s Walking Horse, Poetry in Motion—
 First tape/DVD for FOSH members:  ________ $10 ea

 Additional tapes/DVDs: ___________________ $20 ea

 FOSH Full-color poster ____________________ $10 ea

 2012 Independent Judges Assoc. rulebook _ $20 ea

*All prices include shipping*

Total Enclosed: $_________Payment by check or credit card
 (please make checks payable to FOSH in uS funds)

 card #_________________________________________

 Expiration date___________________
 credit card authorized signature
 ______________________________________________
 Send your payment to: FOSH 6614 clayton rd #105
 St. louis, MO 63117

 **All Donations are tax deductible**

Surfin the Web
By Cris Van Horn, Managing Editor

I read almost all day of  every work day and then read some more at 
home—either in books or on the computer.  I guess you could say I have 
developed a hobby of  seeking out sound horse educators and instructors.  
It’s exciting!!  I meet the most wonderful and wise people.  My new 
internet find is the National School of  Academic Equitation in Snohomish, 
WA,  run by  Craig Stephens and Mary Anne Campbell where “there’s 
no pressure to be perfect, there’s just an ongoing delight in the discovery 
process inherent in time spent in the company of  horses.”  Here is some 
information on the Aids that may pique your interest.  

The aids:  “There is a common misunderstanding about the 
nature of  the aids.  People think that the aids are for control of  
the horse’s body.  They are not; they are used only to commu-
nicate to the horse’s mind.  The horse is the only one who can 
control his body.  You do not physically control the horse, what 
you do is give indications, and because it interferes least with 
his balance (and yours) the best way to give indications to the 
horse is through using very light aids.  
 It is position which controls the horse and not the trainer’s 
forces.  Sensation is used to create the position and these sensa-
tions should always be light.  The application of  hand and whip 
are how sensation is created-- and the sensations created, to be ef-
fective, must be pleasurable, enticing, intriguing and harmonious.  
 The idea of  playing the edges of  sensation in classical theory 
is called the descent of  the aids, and is a prominent feature of  the 
teachings of  La Guérinière.  This play in sensation results in the 
lightness which is so characteristic of  superior horsemanship.” 
 use of  the Seat:  “There’s a tendency in modern 
riding when a rider begins to be preoccupied with lightness 

to avoid the overuse 
of  the hand and to 
think that the seat is 
absolutely everything. 
In the first stage the 
seat could well be 
said to be “absolutely 
everything”—but not 
in the influence of  the 
seat on the horse but 
on the complete non-
influence. The ability 
of  the rider to follow 
the horse’s movement allows the seat to stop interfering with 
the motion of  the horse, and the development of  a balanced, 
following and therefore “silent” seat is the most critical work 
the rider can do.
 In a teaching progression the rider’s education starts 
with the seat, and when the seat is well balanced, only then 
should the rider contemplate the aids. The first aid to study is 
the hand. As La Guérinière put it: “the hand is the first aid, 
because the front of  the horse comes first.”  When the hand is 
correctly used it brings the horse’s center and the rider’s center 
into union.  When the horse and the rider have a common 
center then the subtlest use of  the seat can have a very 
powerful influence, and the rider’s forces are magnified. 
 This is why we start with the seatwork, and we 
continue with it daily regardless of  our level of  riding.  The 
preoccupation with perfecting their own balance should be the 
central concern of  any rider, no matter what the discipline.”  
 To increase your understanding of  classical equitation, 
please visit Craig and Mary Anne at www.classical-equitation.
com and view their instructional videos.
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The North American Trail Ride Conference, known as 
NATRC to riders and friends of the sport, promotes 

good horsemanship and, above all else, values a safe and 
healthy horse and rider team. NATRC is the one of the oldest 
competitive trail riding organizations, founded in 1961. Each 
year, the organization sanctions rides around the country in 
many unique locations, from the Rocky Mountains of Colorado 
on up to Alaska, to the national forests of Louisiana, to the 
Carolinas, and to the red rock canyons of west Texas.
 A NATRC ride is normally two days (although there are 
often one day “B” rides held in conjunction) and features three 
divisions— Open, Competitive/Pleasure, and Novice. Open 
riders tackle the greatest number of miles, traveling between 
25 and 35 miles per day at an average pace of 4-6 mph. The 
Novice division is for riders just getting started in the sport or 
riders on horses new to the sport, and they travel less mileage; 
15 to 24 miles per day at an average pace of 3.5 – 5 mph. 
Competitive/Pleasure rides follow the same requirements as 
Novice rides. 
 NATRC rides are not a race. Riders must complete a set 
course within a thirty-minute window to receive completion, 
meaning that all things being equal, which horse is the least 
affected by the stress of the ride? Both the rider and the horse are 
judged somewhat separately; a horse and rider team receives 
two scorecards at the end of a ride. One scorecard comes from 
the veterinary judge and one from the horsemanship judge. A 
horse may receive a placing for their vet scores, which include 
metabolics, soundness, and trail ability and manners. The rider 
may receive a placing for their horsemanship scores, which 
include equitation, grooming, in-hand presentation, tack, 
trail safety and courtesy, trail care and stabling. All horses and 
riders are judged on natural trail obstacles such as mounting, 
backing, side passing, and crossing logs or water. Obstacles for 
the Open and Competitive/Pleasure divisions are a bit more 
technical or advanced than those for the Novice riders.
 Part of the fun of NATRC is the camping experience. All 
riders camp with their horses in a wide array of living situations. 
Some NATRC riders call camp their “Home Away From Home” 
for good reason—camp is filled with friends and camaraderie! 
You will see all types of trailers, some with fancy living quarters, 
some simpler trailers with folks camping out of tents or RVs, 
and everything in between. Usually, all horses are stabled at 
their trailers in a fair and safe manner, either in portable corrals 
or tied to the trailer.
 A sound, healthy horse is a requirement to compete in 
NATRC. A horse may be shod or unshod to compete. Hoof boots 
are now allowed (such as the Renegade or Easy Boot). The 2013 
NATRC Rule Book states “There are no shoeing restrictions. All 
types of hoof boots that provide sole protection are allowed. 
However, any attached strap, keeper, or gaiter but not extend 
above the pastern.” Protective boots, such as bell boots or 
splint boots, are not allowed in competition— horses must be 

PO Box 224, Sedalia, CO 80135,
Phone: 303-688-1677 • Fax 303-688-3022 • www.natrc.org, natrc@natrc.org

by Mary Ashley McGibbon. Reprinted by Permission

NORTH AMERICAN  TRAIL RIDE CONFERENCE

sound to compete, and any horse who is not fit to compete will 
not be allowed past the first veterinary check-in. 
 A NATRC mount can be nearly any type of equine. As 
with any distance sport, you will often see a good number of 
Arabians and also many gaited breeds, like the Missouri Fox 
Trotter, Tennessee Walker or Rocky Mountain Horse. Plenty 
of Quarter Horses, Morgans, Appaloosas, mustangs of all 
varieties, ponies, and grade horses compete as well.
 A NATRC rider can be anyone aged 10 on up; many 
riders still compete well into their 70s or even 80s. A love of 
horsemanship and beautiful trail riding can turn a pleasure 
rider into a competitive trail rider after just one competitive 
trail ride (CTR); it can be quite an addictive sport!

noW ThaT YoU KnoW aboUT naTrc, 
Join fosh anD racK Up The MiLes!!!!!

Gaited horses are taking 
distance honors across the 
nation, proving themselves as 
worthy distance competitors. 
The new FOSH Gaited Distance 
Program (GDP) recognizes 
gaited horses that demonstrate 
the FOSH Sound Principles while competing in veterinarian 
sanctioned endurance, limited distance, and competitive trail 
events, such as NATRC or AERC rides. The owners and riders 
of these horses will be recording mileage so that the horses’ 
athletic accomplishments can be honored and rewarded at the 
end of the year. 
 This GDP runs from January 1 to December 31, beginning 
this year, 2013. Specifications for entry into the program may 

My 2nd NATRC Region Two ride. Beau got 3rd for Novice 
Horse and we got 1st for Novice Horsemanship.
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continued page 31

TWO NEW
FOSH EVENTS!

GAITED HORSE
DRESSAGE CLINIC

October 12 & 13, 2013
New Hanover Farm

Waterloo, IL
Clinician: Diane Sept

Contact: Teresa Bippen
tbippen1957@yahoo.com

FOSH FUNDRAISING CLINIC
FEATURING GARY LANE!

October 19 & 20, 2013
Historic Bridleridge Farm

Hillsboro, MO

All Proceeds go to FOSH!

Contact: Teresa Bippen
tbippen1957@yahoo.com

be found on the www.foshgaitedsporthorse.com website. 
Year End High Mileage Awards will be presented to the horse 
in the following divisions: Competitive Trail, Limited Distance, 
and Endurance. There are three categories in each division -- 
lightweight, heavyweight, and junior. The overall high mileage 
horse will be recognized, honored and rewarded. To recognize 
gaited horses able to attain high levels of achievement, and 
to recognize riders who are serious, 1000 mile awards will be 
given. For this first year of the program, it will not be necessary 
to have the Annual Horse Card signed by ride management.
 FOSH is leading the way with the Gaited Distance Program, 
dedicated to giving more of these accolades FOR THE GAITED 
HORSE! Join us as we continue on this journey for our wonderful 
gaited sport horses!

FROM THE 
LIBRARY
The Gaited Horse 

Section
Backyard Walkin’ Training Tips by Allana 
Lea Jackson
Big Lick Walking Horses by Maxwell 
Dickinson
Classical Training for the Paso Gaited 
Horses & Their Riders by Gwyneth 
McPherson & Elizabeth Creamer
Easy Gaited Horses by Lee Ziegler
Freedom To Gait by Anita Howe
From the Horse’s Mouth by Eugene Davis
How To Supple Gaited Horses: In Rhythm 
and With Understanding by Andrea Janisch 
and Kaja Stuhrenberg
Ivory Pal, Born To Fly Higher by Cindy 
McCauley
Tarnished Image by Peggy Cooper
The Gaited Horse Bible by Brenda Imus
The Fabulous Floating Horses by Barbara 
Weatherwax
The Horse That Wouldn’t Trot by Rose Miller
Training the Gaited Horse: From the Trail 
to the Rail by Gary Lane
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My Mentor – Diane 
Sept – Back to Basics 
Equine Awareness

By Dutch Henry http://dutchhenry.blogspot.com

If  you’ve been 
following my 

Coffee Clutch blog, 
or my Facebook 
page you’ve heard 
me mention Diane 
Sept more than a few 
times. You might have 
even seen my saying, 
“Whatever good I 
know about life I 
learned from my wife, 
and whatever good 

I learned about horses I learned from Diane Sept.” For more 
than 40 years, with a kind heart and a keen sense of  human/
horse communication, Diane has, in her very special, gentle 
way, helped people learn to connect with and understand their 
horses. There is something quite unique in the way she can 
help folks “hear” and understand their horses.
 “Back to Basics Equine Awareness” is the perfect name for 
her business, as that’s the very core of  what she teaches as a 
Certified Connected Riding instructor, “Equine Awareness.” 
For, as she will tell you, we’ve got to be “aware” of  things 
important to our horses to truly have a relationship that will 
allow us to excel at whatever discipline we choose to pursue. 
From simply having a pasture buddy, to trail riding, endurance 
riding, showing, dressage or anything in between and beyond, 
Diane teaches her students that everything is important. I truly 
believe Diane may well be the first “Holistic” riding instructor/
horse trainer. She certainly was on the forefront of  addressing 
the biomechanics, nutrition and natural health of  both the 
horse and rider.
 She was a barefoot advocate long before the current 
movement was gathering its present momentum. She is a huge 
advocate of  the natural health and well being of  horses. She 
doesn’t simply “train” a horse or “teach” a student. Rather she 
considers the entire relationship between student and horse 
and helps to fine tune all aspects. Being a long time student 
and believer of  Linda Telling-Jones she employs the TTEAM 
Touch techniques to be certain the horse is free to move in the 
manner required to perform what is being asked. She teaches if  
we listen to the horse, and take care of  the horse’s health, body, 
posture, balance, confidence and self  carriage, all things can be 

accomplished without gadgets, devices or gimmicks. In a truly 
natural way.
 As one of  Peggy Cummings’ original certified Connected 
Riding Instructors, Diane has been teaching Connected Riding 
for over 20 years. Diane has performed for National Centered 
Riding Symposiums and Connected Riding demonstrations. 
She has even been known to give bridleless and gaited dressage 
riding demonstrations at various venues. While she specializes in 
gaited horses, she welcomes all breeds. Freeing up and allowing 
the natural abilities of  any breed to express themselves is one of  
the goals of  Connected Riding.
 Diane’s commitment to the betterment of  horses’ health 
everywhere is what sets her apart. She is not only a trainer and 
instructor – she is a true Horse Advocate. As one of  the original 
members, of  Friends Of  Sound Horses (FOSH) and Judge from 
the onset, she has been decrying the horrible act of  Soring and 
other abuses of  the Tennessee Walking Horse and other gaited 
breeds for decades. She has helped to make a difference. But she 
does not limit her efforts to gaited breeds and is a defender of  
horses’ rights to be pain free, no matter the breed.
 Through her gentle instruction her students learn to achieve 
levels of  accomplishments, connection and understanding with 
their horses, and themselves, that they may have never imagined 
possible. She teaches the student it is not only the physical act of  
learning a technique, but the whole of  the experience. The best 
and healthiest result for both horse and human. 
 Diane is pure in her intentions and it comes through in her 
actions and words. She has touched and changed countless lives, 
horses and humans. I know I’m one whose life was made richer 
for knowing her and will be forever grateful for what she has 
taught me. It is because of  her, I am able to do my, “Therapy 
For Therapy Horses,” clinics. So, from afar, Diane is helping 
horses help people.
 If  you are seeking an instructor, trainer, clinician, or mentor 
who can change your and your horse’s lives contact Diane Sept 
at dianesept@aol.com or 717-336-6346. You can also find her 
on Facebook at djsept.
 Thank you Diane for all you do to help so many. And 
thank you Connie Bloss for introducing me to Diane all those 
years ago.

Gitty Up 
~ Dutch Henry

A freelance writer and novelist who resides in central Virginia with his wife, horse, dogs, cats and chickens, Dutch Henry writes about “People & Horses Helping 
Horses & People.” He has articles regularly in TRAIL BLAZER, NATURAL HORSE and HOOFBEATS magazines which tell of  the wonderful people 
and horses who give so much to help others. He writies stories of  special horses that change lives and the people and organizations who help them do it.
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SOUND ADVOCATE
DEADLINES

Sept/Oct 2013 - Aug 15, 2013
Nov/Dec 2013 - Oct 15, 2013
Jan/Feb 2014 - Dec 5, 2013

Southern California holds many jewels for adventuresome trail 
riders. The Ready to Go Trail Riders (RTGTR), an enthusiastic 
group of gaited horse owners, love to find new adventures as 
well as to return to old familiar fun places to ride. There was 
lots to see and do at Warner Springs & Eagle Rock in March 
2013 for these two TWH, a SSH, and a Rocky MTN Horse! Julie 
T., RTGTR coordinator

Pauline, Christine and I caravanned down Hwy 79 and met 
Colleen at the Summit General Store. Everyone was early 
and the drive went without a hitch. Just as we were mounted 
and heading out for our ride, a big fire truck came flying past, 
horns ablazin! Of course our mounts did well if a little worried, 
ahem! Got to love the temperament of our gaited horses.
 Along the way we ran into a few herds of curious dairy 
cattle. It was a treat to see them in that environment, peaceful 
and content. Some of our horses were not impressed with 
these black and white funny looking ‘horses’ headed our way 
to check us out. With nostrils flared and eyes bugged out, our 
horses walked past them safely, if a little quicker. California 
horses don’t often get the chance to be around cattle and for 
some of them, it was their first time seeing a cow.
 Of course we had a photo opportunity at Eagle Rock! 
Luckily, we ran into a couple who offered to take our group 
photo. The views were vast and spectacular...wildflowers, blue 
mountains, Lake Henshaw in the distance and green valleys. 
Eagle Rock is famous for the uncanny likeness of an eagle that 
is naturally formed in the rock and a popular destination point 
for users from all over the world of the Pacific Crest Trail.

 This time of 
year, the creek 
was running so our 
horses got a drink 
along the way. The 
creek’s bubbling 
sound accompanied 
much of our ride 
adding to the 

ambiance of the majestic oaks, lush grass and abundant birds, 
including some wary wild turkeys. We had a great ride and 
got to do a little schooling too. The “eeens” (Pauline, Christine 
& Colleen) and I, each got to open and close a gate, take the 
lead, fall into center and be at the back, gait and gallop and 
hang out hobbled at lunch. While we ate, the horses had their 
green grass lunch too under the oak trees, overlooking a huge 
flowered valley.
 Colleen’s horse, Skye, wins the “Walk of Shame” award for 
being naughty at lunch. While his head was lowered grazing 
grass, he stepped on and broke his halter bridle making it 
impossible to carry a bit on the way home. Pauline’s ingenuity 
took over and fashioned new bit holders from the buckled 
rein straps as none of us had any zip ties. She is Colleen’s 
hero! While Colleen was holding Skye during bridle repair, she 
dropped her lunch sandwich and Skye stepped on it...then 
reached down and ate her apple! Naughty boy Skye! We shared 
a little extra food so Colleen wouldn’t go hungry and tied Skye 
to a tree preventing any further tack damage or food shortages!
 It is such a pleasure to ride with a group that is so patient, 
considerate of each other and challenging their skills! 

Happy trails! Joy Bruce

READY TO GO TRAIL 
RIDERS HIT THE TRAILS
By FOSH EAC Member, Julie Tarnawski, and Joy Bruce
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Friends of Sound Horses, Inc
6614 Clayton Road #105; St. Louis, MO 63117
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